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CHAIRWOMAN'S LETTER

Dear Members,

But these “new” worries didn’t last that
long. Soon enough, he found familiar
things, even if he didn’t fully understand
the language. English class, math class,
music class and PE class...he found that
he knew more or could do the same as
his classmates. So I encouraged him to
re-direct attention away from the worries
and towards the positives.

Welcome to September!!!

I

I hope you had a fun and memorable
holiday, and you and your little ones are
now ready to go back to school!
Both my boys are 120% ready to go
back to school. Against their will, my
boys went to a local public school in Japan for a whole month over the summer.
As you can imagine, Japanese public
schools tend to be rather strict. For the
boys, who have been living in Thailand
most of their lives, they found some rules
pretty tough to follow. Also, their Japanese language was simply not good
enough to let them follow all the classes
at elementary school. Therefore, going
to Japanese school wasn’t fun, but rather
challenging for them.
My older boy was born more resilient
to change, but my younger one is very
sensitive to the world around him and
needs more support to manage. My

Anna

He did it! No more tears! And he got
100 percent in his math test, hooray!

Akiko Cayne, Photo by Azusa Uchida

Both my kids grew during the summer,
mentally and physically, after experience something “new”! And now they
are waiting for another “new” moment
as they look forward to going back
to school!

younger one cried every morning for the
first week, despite the fact that his teachers and his classmates were extremely
kind to him and helped him all the time.
He was just nervous and scared.

I’d also like to share that BAMBI is
opening “new” Playgroups; please check
our posts on Facebook.

He was scared of all new things:
teacher, school, friends, environment.

Akiko
Chairwoman

Yours Sincerely,

Yuri
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EDITOR’S CORNER

Dear Readers,

W

Welcome to our Back-to-School issue of
BAMBI News. The summer holidays were
here and now they’re gone; our kids are
back in school. In the month of May, I was
literally dreading the summer holidays. I
wasn’t sure how I’d manage to entertain
my daughter for two whole months at
home. But then I chanced upon a video
which spoke about how as parents, we
only get 18 summers together with our
kids, and something inside me changed.
I won’t say it was an extraordinary
summer, but I did my best to keep a smile
on her face. I hope you made wonderful
memories with your little ones too.
We often assume that as parents we are
the only people who want the best for our
children, but it does take a village to bring
up our children, and as they grow up, the
school they attend becomes part of that
village. In this issue, we have an intriguing
read on ‘Things Teachers Wish Parents
Knew’. Personally, I absolutely loved this
article, and it got me thinking about some
of the things I need to do too. Some of
you may have recently moved to Bangkok,

I recommend reading our transition article
by a school counselor who talks about her
own journey.
We also have articles on maintaining
your child’s nutrition when he/she is busy
juggling school and other extra-curricular
activities, supporting your child’s passions,
and tips on travelling with kids from an
experienced traveler (a mother of two sets
of twin boys).
In addition, we have some articles we
hope you find informative and helpful:
an article on following your passion in
your professional life by HR consultant,
Joel Farnworth, and staying healthy in
Thailand’s rainy season by Dr. Donna
Robinson. And finally, I’m happy to share
that our newest section, Reading Corner,
will now carry book reviews in English
and Japanese.
A big thank you to editors Ema, Jinae,
Abby, Ashima, Rie, and Mao for once
again doing an amazing job and working
tirelessly to meet deadlines.

Donna Dias Manuel - Editor, BAMBI News
Photo Credit: Azusa Uchida

Thank you to all the writers who generously
volunteer their time and enrich BAMBI
News with such great articles. We’re
always looking for contributors and would
love to hear from you about your travel
adventures, a family-friendly restaurant
you visited, or a delicious nutritious recipe
you recently tried. Feel free to send me an
email at editor@bambiweb.org.
Donna Dias Manuel
Editor BAMBI News

Kute Kids
Nami

Dhunthana

Akira

Aki

Jenis

Gundam

Love
School
Send us your high-resolution photos to be published in our next
issues! Email your favorite photo
with the child(ren)’s name(s) to:
photoed@bambiweb.org.

Upcoming themes for Kute Kids:
October
Kute Kids Celebrate Halloween
November
Kute Kids Love Loy Krathong
Chika
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Ben Alexander Sinelnikov

KIS

KIS International School
congratulates the class of 2018!
This close-knit group of 34 students from
13 countries has been offered 112 places
by 79 top universities in 10 countries.
This year’s graduating class also received
university scholarships worth more than
an astounding 2,000,000 US dollars.
Our students will study Aviation,
Psychology, Environmental Science,
Marketing, Medicine, Media & Reporting,
Marine Biology, Engineering, Film,
Screenwriting, Fashion, Maths, Business,
Finance, Design, Architecture, Computer
Science, Music Production, Science,
Design, Communication and International
Justice & Human Rights.

Some of the universities they have been
accepted to include:
University of Toronto (Canada); University
of California – Berkeley, UCLA, University
of Southern California, Amherst College,
Colby College, Wesleyan University
(United States); Durham University,
University of Warwick, University of
Exeter, University of Leeds, University of
Bristol, King's College London (United
Kingdom); Monash University and
University of Melbourne (Australia-TBC),
University of Amsterdam, University of
Leiden (Netherlands); University of Hong
Kong, Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology (Hong Kong), and many
more.

We are extremely proud of them and
wish them all the best for their bright
futures!
If you would like to be a part of KIS’
success stories, please contact
admissions@kis.ac.th

www.kis.ac.th

CONTRIBUTOR PROFILES
Ashima Kapur
Ashima is a mum of a
8-year-old boy. She is
from New Delhi. She
lived in Bangkok for 11
years, and has worked
with the UN, INGOs
and NGOs in India, Canada and Thailand.
Ashima is assisting the BAMBI editorial team
and is enjoying her contributions to BAMBI
activities. She is fond of singing, dancing,
drawing , painting, gardening, and meeting
new parents to exchange and learn the best
practices of child care.
Carolina Herrera
Carolina is founder of
www.taketimetobeyou.
com, a practice designed
to help women live more
authentic and meaningful
lives. Originally from
Colombia, she grew up in London and now
lives in Bangkok with her husband and kids.
Vanasobhin Kasemsri
Vana, a Thai national
born in the US, has lived
overseas for a significant
part of her life. She has
been a BAMBI volunteer
and member since 2014,
and now works for B Grimm Company,
overseeing their charity and conservation
projects including "Saving the Tigers". Vana
enjoys spending her free time exploring
Bangkok and its surrounding provinces
with her family. She hopes to share her
views on nature conservation and her travel
experiences with newcomers to Thailand and
BAMBI members.

Ema Naito-Bhakdi
Ema is a freelance English
editor (theclarityeditor.
com), who worked in
international development
and has been on the
BAMBI News team
since 2014. She's mom to three kids, sings
in choirs and as a soloist, and blogs at
emanate28jpn.blogspot.com (日本語) and
crossculturalfamily.com.

Rachel E. Szewczuk
Rachel is an art
therapist, art educator
and professional artist
living in Bangkok.
She was born and
raised in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Her main approaches to art
therapy include Positive Art Therapy, CBT and
Person Centred Therapy. Rachel also works
with domestic violence survivors in Vietnam.

Joel Farnworth
Joel is a mature dad
who juggles time with his
children and providing
consulting services on HR
and Leadership capability
development.
www.hrdev.org provides more info or contact
joel.farnworth@yahoo.co.th.

Roma R. Steffen
Roma is an 'Eduprenuer'. In
her international career of
15 years, she combines a
passion for education with
entrepreneurship. Roma
has owned and managed
successful schools and
businesses in the USA, Africa, Asia and
Europe, and has been a teacher and a
college/corporate lecturer across several
different countries, teaching students ages
4 to 72. She is a strong believer in lifelong
learning. She resides in Bangkok with her
family of 6, and teaches at an international
school and lectures for an online college.

Karin Biran
Karin Biran is a nutritionist
R.D, B.Sc, M.AN. who
works with patients in all
age ranges suffering from
eating disorders, body
images issues, health
related problems and weight loss. Karin
specializes in eating behavioral therapy for
the whole family.
Dr. Donna Robinson
Dr. Donna is a UKqualified and experienced
doctor, and a mother
of two children, both
brought up in Bangkok.
She practices at her Family
Medicine Clinic (MedConsult Clinic) on
Sukhumvit Soi 49, Bangkok, where she offers
general practice medical services.
Lucy Baker
A former Bangkok Physical
Education teacher of 4.5
years, Lucy now resides
in Connecticut, USA, with
her husband, son and
daughter. Lucy claims to
have no expert training
in the area of creative play, but has been
expanding her skill set over the past years.
She loves nothing more than seeing her
children immersed in one of their creative play
activities. Follow Lucy on Instagram
@findthelittlemind and findthelittlemind.
blogspot.com.
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Nori Brixen
Nori is a blogger,
photographer and mum
of two sets of twin boys,
Tai, Logan, Drake &
Kiva. She has traveled
to 100+ countries
across all 7 continents. Follow her travels at
www.twotwinstwavel.com and pictures on
instagram @twotwinsmum
M.L. Numlapyos Sritawat
M.L. Numlapyos provides
legal services and is
managing partner at
M.L. Numlapyos Sritawat
Attorneys at Law, Ltd.,
www.sritawatlaw.com.

BAMBI Little Birds
on Thursday
Text by Aswathi Sasankan
Photos by Mao Sano

B

BAMBI Little Birds playgroup is moved to Thursdays! The playgroup is held at the Blue Parrot Cafe, a wonderful chill-out
place for both kids and adults in busy Bangkok, for children
0-5 years old. The play area is equipped with Plan Toys, there
are slides and petanque in the sandy pitch, and in the backyard, a great swimming pool equipped with inflatable toys.
Snacks, juice and water are provided for the children and
coffee/tea for the adults. And BAMBI members who wish to
enjoy food during or after the playgroup get a 10% discount.
See you there!
BAMBI LITTLE BIRDS: Thursday, 9:30am-11:30am. For children aged 0-5. Feel like you are at a resort far way from Bangkok. Blue Parrot Cafe, 50 Sathorn Soi 10, Sathorn. Nearest
BTS: Chong Nonsi (5 minutes’ walk). Donation per family:
฿100 for members and ฿300 for non-members. For more info
please contact: littlebirdsplaygroup.bambi@gmail.com.
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BAMBI
Novotots
Playgroup

N

By Yuko Asakura / Photos by Mao Sano
Novotots is the first BAMBI playgroup in
Bangkok hosted at a hotel. Their beautiful
swimming pool is the most popular with
the kids, and they also have a shallow
pool (55-cm deep) suitable for babies.
What if it rains and the water is cold??
Don't worry! You can enjoy the indoor kids
club. The kids club is clean and safe with
many toys for non-walkers and toddlers.
From 11:30am, we have circle time.
Many kids enjoy singing and dancing to
our songs. Coffee, tea, fruits and snacks
are provided. Come play with us!

BAMBI NOVOTOTS: Monday, 10am12pm. For children aged 0-5. Novotel
providestowelsforuseduringtheplaygroup;
shower and change facilities available.
Heavy discount available to playgroup
attendees for the lunch buffet. Donation
per family: ฿100 for BAMBI members
and ฿300 for non-members.
Novotel Bangkok Sukhumvit 20, 19/9
Soi Sukhumvit 20. Free parking at hotel
and free hotel shuttle to entrance of Soi
18. Please contact playgroupassist@
bambiweb.org for more details.
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PLAY
Today
Learn for

LIFE

Our creative, play-based Early Years curriculum, delivered by fully qualified
specialists in carefully designed and resourced environments, nurtures creativity,
imagination and a love of learning that sets the foundations for successful
education at school and beyond.
Shrewsbury is now open for applications into Early Years 1 for August 2019
at both campuses, City Campus and Riverside.
Shrewsbury City Campus
Call: 02 203-1222
Email: enquiries-city@shrewsbury.ac.th
Website: http://city.shrewsbury.ac.th

Shrewsbury Riverside
Call: 02 675 1888
Email: enquiries@shrewsbury.ac.th
Website: www.shrewsbury.ac.th

Exceptional People • Outstanding Opportunities • Academic Excellence
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in Thailand’s Rainy Season

By Dr. Donna Robinson
This is an edited version of Dr. Donna Robinson's article currently available on bkkkids.com.

Ever wondered why you get more coughs and colds during the rainy season? Dr. Donna
Robinson shares some tips on how to stay healthy this rainy season.

I

It can be difficult to protect your own
health and your children’s health at
any time of the year but the challenge
becomes even more daunting during the
Thai rainy season. The mixture of warm
temperatures and wet weather creates
breeding grounds for germs, infections
and other unpleasantness.

Photo Source: Pixabay

Why You Get More Coughs,
Colds and Flu in Rainy Season?
It’s no coincidence that rainy season coincides with cold, cough and flu season
in Thailand. When everything gets and
stays wet, it’s easier for germs to thrive,
grow and be passed more easily from one
person to another. When it’s raining, we
often use our hands to wipe rain off our
faces and then use our hands to touch,
well, everything. Be sure to wash your
hands and face thoroughly when you get
home from being outdoors.
Though influenza is a virus and in some
people’s minds, should not be dependent
on a season, no one can argue with
the fact that there is more incidence of
flu during rainy season. Thailand’s flu
season is May to October, and research
has shown that flu might occur more often during wet seasons because people
spend more time breathing recycled - and
germ-ridden – air, and have less sunshine
exposure. Lack of vitamin D is known to
lead to a compromised immune system
and lowered ability to fight off viruses.
Bad Bacteria: Leptospirosis
Leptospirosis is caused by bacteria
that are spread via the urine of infected
animals, the rat being the main carrier of
the disease. It is more common during
rainy season. The infection is contracted
through contact with contaminated water
and enters through skin abrasions and
the nose, mouth and eyes. Leptospirosis
can cause fever and a general feeling of
unwellness.
The way to protect yourself is to stay as dry
as possible and to immediately remove
wet clothes and shoes when you get
14 • September 2018

indoors. Washing wet hands, feet and
face is also key to your health.
If you think you may have been exposed, call your doctor. Leptospirosis is
serious, and if left untreated, could lead
to complications and long-term
organ damage.
What You Can Do to Stay Healthy
1. Gear Up
The more wet you get, the more exposure
you can have to germs and bacteria. The
only way to avoid getting wet is to stay
home when it’s raining. When that’s not
possible, cover yourself as much as you
can with a proper raincoat, boots and
umbrella.
2. Be Careful of Puddles
Splashing in puddles is fun for kids but
this should be avoided in Thailand’s
rainy season. Sitting water can contain
mosquitoes and their larvae, germs and
harmful bacteria such as Leptospira. Dirty
puddles can contain sewage and waterborne diseases such as diarrhea, cholera,
and fungal skin infections. Walk around
puddles rather than stepping in them.
3. Watch for Mosquitoes
Mosquitoes are always a pain but take
even more precaution from being bitten

in rainy season. Their population tends
to increase due to more sitting water
in rainy season - pools of water are a
prime place for them to lay their eggs.
Mosquitoes can carry Dengue fever and
other infectious viruses.
Don’t allow water to sit in flower pots,
garbage cans or ditches around your
home. Wear an all-natural mosquito
repellent if you will be in a very buggy
area such as beside a swamp, lake
or pond.
4. Make Sure Your and Your Children’s
Vaccinations are up-to-date
The most important vaccination during the
rainy season is the Influenza (flu) vaccine.
Other vaccinations which are recommended are the Japanese Encephalitis
vaccine, Typhoid vaccine and Hepatitis
A vaccine.
5. When it’s not raining, get outdoors
and have fun!
It’s important to remember to promote
keeping healthy and active outdoors
when it’s not raining! Make the most of
the hours where the sun is shining by visiting the increasing number of parks, green
spaces and outdoor areas in Bangkok.
Be careful and stay healthy this rainy
season!
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Things Teachers Wish Parents Knew
By Louisa Perkins

Get a group of teachers together and you’ll hear them talk passionately and explicitly about their
work, the children they teach and even, you - the parents! In this article, teacher and mother,
Louisa Perkins invites you to be a ‘fly on the staff room wall’ as teachers discuss 20
things they wish parents knew.

W

We all know that good communication
is key to building a positive relationship. Whether it be with your mother,
your partner, or your children, most of
us will make a conscious effort to keep
the lines of communication open and
constructive so that we can meet one
another’s needs and maintain a strong
bond. But how far do we extend this
principle to other relationships, such as
with our children’s teachers?
The relationship you have with your child’s
teacher is an important factor in his/her
educational success. Through parentteacher meetings, weekly newsletters,

and the occasional email, you may feel
you are communicating well, but there are
some things that most teachers would like
to make more explicit to parents if they
could. This article shares the candid views
of over 100 current classroom teachers
from both Bangkok and abroad.
20 Things Teachers Wish Parents
Knew…
1. When your child plays, he learns
Your child needs to learn how to play
freely, actively, and purposefully. Allow
him time to play both with you and without
you, in an unstructured way. Allow him

to take reasonable risks, face challenges,
and make mistakes through his play.
2. Your child can do more than you think
she can
Encouraging your child to develop
independence and an ‘I can do it’
attitude is key to gaining new skills
throughout life. So many parents jump
in too soon to help their child, thinking
they are being caring and supportive,
whereas fostering her independence
will serve as a much more valuable
life skill.

Photo Source: Pixabay
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3. Hold the tears until you are out ofsight
Whether your child skips into school
confidently on his very first day or if he
clings desperately to your leg, please
do everything you can not to show
your own distress. Smile as you give
him a quick hug and kiss goodbye
and tell him you will be back to collect
him later. Long, emotional goodbyes
only make things worse and he is likely
to be playing happily not long after
you leave.
4. The importance of being punctual
As adults, we know that being late for
work can result in us chasing our tail for the
rest of the day, so imagine the impact this
can have on a child. Arriving late to school
means missing out on the crucial ‘settlingin’ time with his peers as well as missing
vital information about the day ahead
from his teacher. This negative start will often
have knock-on effects throughout the day.
5. Your child needs to feel prepared
Whilst teachers want your child to develop
independence, this doesn’t mean we want
parents to offer no support at all. Help your
child to be prepared for the day with her
PE kit, homework, water bottle, and hat by
creating a routine and checklist at home.
6. We really do care about your child
We worry about your child in very similar
ways that you do. We worry if he seems
sad or withdrawn; we worry if he is
lonely, nervous or struggling with something. We worry because we care about
his welfare just as much as, if not more
than, his academic success. We worry
about these things because as teachers,
we know happiness is the precursor to
success, and like you, we want your child
to be happy.
7. A love of reading is one of the greatest
gifts you can give your child
Let your child see you reading for pleasure. Fill your home with books and other
reading material and help her to associate reading with comfort and enjoyment
by snuggling up and enjoying a book
together.
8. Attitude is everything
Focus on your child’s attitude tow learning
rather than just her academic success.
Does she approach challenges enthusiastically? Does she put effort into what
she does? Does she interact positively
with her teachers and friends? Praise effort over achievement and you will teach

Photo Source: Unsplash

your child that persevering and working
hard is success in itself.
9. You are partners in your child’s learning
Get involved and work with us rather than
seeing your child’s education as the sole
responsibility of the school. Foster a love
of learning and a respect for education
and educators at home, and ensure that
your child sees and hears positive interactions between you and his teachers.
10. We know what we are doing
This isn’t to say that teachers are perfect
and never make mistakes, but we have
trained for a number of years to become
qualified in our chosen profession so
please try to trust in us and the decisions
made by the school. Teaching is a very
different skill to parenting.
11. We are on your side
When you do find yourself faced with
an issue, think carefully about how you
raise it with your school. Complaints are
destructive and do not promote a positive
relationship. Instead, if you want something to change, approach the school in
a reasonable way, seek an explanation,
and try not to assume the worst.
12. It’s okay to make mistakes
Promote a healthy attitude towards mistakes. Allow your child to see you making
and learning from your own mistakes so
that he understands we are all life-long
learners. Praise effort rather than highlight
inaccuracies – a child who has every
spelling and grammar error corrected
each time they write will soon become disheartened and reluctant to do so again.

13. It’s your child’s homework, not yours
Us teachers can spot ‘parent-produced’
homework a mile off! Whilst we want
you to be available to answer questions
and provide encouragement, stepping in
to ‘help’ and ultimately doing it for them
isn’t productive for anyone and sends the
message to your child that they can’t do
it themselves.
14. Children will be more successful if
they enjoy what they are doing
As your child gets older and chooses
examination subjects, allow her the freedom to choose what she enjoys – she
will do better.
15. The importance of sleep and breakfast
A good night’s sleep and a healthy breakfast are prerequisites for learning. Missing
out on either of these things will greatly
affect your child’s ability to focus in class.
16. Let your child enjoy her childhood
Too many structured activities can be
detrimental to your child’s success. Parents
want the best for their children but filling
every hour of their day with extracurricular
activities means they will lose the ability to
occupy themselves and the opportunity to
enjoy their carefree years. Give them a
break from Kumon, piano, or chess, and
allow them time to just get on and play
imaginatively by themselves or with friends.
17. Your children learn and act according
to what you do, not what you say
You are your child’s first and most influencing teacher, so lead by example. If you
want your child to know that it’s rude to
www.bambiweb.org • 17
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play with his phone when in the company
of others, make sure to resist checking
your emails when ‘listening’ to him talk
about his day.
18. We promise not to believe everything
your child tells us, if you promise not to
believe everything he says happens at
school!
When little Johnny tells us that Mummy
and Daddy drank wine until their legs
stopped working and their heads fell off
last night (a true example!), we will give
you the benefit of the doubt, so please
try to do the same when he comes home
saying he did nothing all day at school!
19. Be an active supporter of the school
and your child’s place in it
If you can join the Parent-Teacher Association, do. Attend parent-teacher meetings
and ‘Back to School’ nights. Turn up to
your child’s performances as often as
you can, and when you do, be on time.
Never let your child hear you criticizing
her teacher or school – address issues

constructively. Show her that you value
the school and what she does there.
20. Teachers work incredibly hard
It’s a well-known fact that those of us who
choose a career in teaching are not in
it for the money. It is a vocation, and
the responses to this survey proved how
passionate teachers are about what they
do, and the educational and emotional
welfare of the children in their care. It is
not uncommon to hear us refer to our class
as ‘our kids’ and watching them flourish as
they move through the school and beyond
is our biggest reward. However, whilst
we’re not looking for sympathy, our working day is incredibly busy and definitely
doesn’t end at 15:30 as some might think!
Please try to show understanding if your
email isn’t replied to right away or your
child’s 20-page story isn’t marked and
returned the same day. And, just as you
would share your concerns if you were
unsatisfied with something, please do let
us know if you are happy too.

BAMBI Pattaya
Coffee Morning

T

Words and photos by Rani Gulati
Thank you all for supporting our BAMBI Pattaya
Coffee Morning. On July 2nd, we had another
successful Monday with happy faces and active mums
getting new books for their children to enjoy over the
holidays. There were a lot of members this morning
and we were pleased to see so many enjoying
pool time and busy getting their hands painted in
the kids club.
Mr. Luke came to our Coffee Morning with lots of
interesting books that were perfect for the age group.
We enjoyed looking at the variety of options and
selections of cartoons and animations. His prices
were very reasonable and you can reach him on FB
in case you forgot to pick up some more.
BAMBI Pattaya was closed for the summer, but
we’re now back. We hope you all had a happy
summer holidays and look forward to welcoming
you all again!
Follow BAMBI Pattaya’s Facebook page,
@BAMBIPattaya, for updates. For any queries,
please send us a message via Facebook, or email:
bambipattaya2014@gmail.com.
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Transition: Back to School
By Rachel Elizabeth Szewczuk

Transition can be both overwhelming and exciting at the same time. But, through proper
care and attention, we can better embrace the inevitable and often ongoing transitional
changes in our lives.

Photo Source: Pixabay
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Transition: the process or a period of
changing from one state or condition
to another.
Transition can mean many things. Moving
into a new grade, ending a relationship,
taking on a new job, beginning a
new friendship, and even moving to a
completely different country. It can bring
sheer joy, or lay the foundation for a very
difficult period or anything in between.
As an ongoing aspect of our lives, best
embraced gradually, to process and
work through, transition often means we
undergo a sort of transformation and
metamorphosis. So, it’s during this phase
that proper care and attention should
be taken.
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Transition can be extremely overwhelming
and tremendously exciting all at the
same time and because of this, I’d like to
introduce my thoughts of transition through
a multicultural lens of various multiplicities,
within the school setting and look at how
we can embrace transitional change in
our lives.
Let me begin by going back in time.
When I was a 17-year-old young girl, I
was boisterous, adventurous and bold.
I wanted to change the world. I was in
the US Coastguard, running border patrol
at the age of 17. I will never forget how
hard that transition was in my life. Leaving
home, living on a boat in the middle of
the ocean, catching drug traffickers and

having to learn a new language within
weeks. After the Coastguard I studied in
Rome, taught visual arts in Philadelphia,
ran community mural projects and then
decided to move to Thailand to work in
diving and teaching.
I’ll never forget who I’ve become because
of these experiences and transitions in my
life. I’ve become an improved, stronger
version of myself.
How? First of all, I was brought up in
a city, and moving to the tiny island of
Koh Lipe with no more than 500 people
was a heavy blow; I fell into depression
and used destructive ways as self-care.
Culture shock kicked in. It dawned on me

that to embrace this transition I needed to
be proactive; I began teaching yoga, art
and painting murals around the island – all
of the things that reminded me of home,
while exposing myself to this new place
and this new transition.
I began learning Thai in order to
communicate, getting to know the
Chawley Islanders culture and beliefs,
trying new foods, and embracing the
change.I often thought I couldn’t go on,
or believed there was no-one to support
me – even myself, mentally. But, I wouldn’t
change it for the world.
You’re not alone during transition. Never
think you are. We are all going through
some sort of change within our lives,
whether it be external or internal. Seeking
proper support from family, friends and
groups as well as self-care methods are
essential during this time.
I often think about how long it took me to
feel confident and comfortable accepting
the multiplicity and variety of people
around me. Learning how to respect, gain
approval, trust and build a foundation.
Being able to learn how to interact with
others through social networks and thriving
through the beautiful differences that make
us, is what continued my passion here.
We need to be sensitive to the individuals
around us who are going through large
transitions that need time to adjust and
grow. It doesn’t happen overnight and

having the right guidance can help.
As an Art Therapist and School Counselor,
at the beginning of the school year, I meet
clients and families that are seeking my
guidance during their times of transition,
especially due to the nature of moving to
a new school, city and the overwhelming
occurrence that can be Bangkok! We
have back to school anxieties that come
in a variety of forms, from both students
and parents. Last year I observed the
nature of children’s interactions and how
many of them were finding it difficult to
establish friendships because of cultural
barriers. This was also happening with the
relationships I saw between students and
teachers. For example, students coming
from Europe, America, Canada and other
schools around Bangkok were faced with
confusion about curriculum, workload as
well as the personalities and teaching
styles of their teachers.
As educators, mental health professionals
and individuals working within these
settings, we need to remember to give
these new students and families some
space and time to open up and talk about
the issues that they face. Without proper
support from the school, children tend to
carry their stress home in various forms of
emotions, which can filter into the family
dynamic, causing the transitional period
to become even more stressful.
The school setting can be a place to

educate and offer the right amount of
support.
When it comes to strategies and methods
of helping students and families work
through the transition at the beginning of
the school year, they look to my team and
me for the utmost support, understanding
and guidance.
What helps ease the anxiety, stress and
frustration that surrounds the transition, and
most of all, how to embrace, accept and
build a network throughout the transition?
Well, transition can be difficult, but the
overall idea is being able to embrace
change and steer towards something
more positive and beneficial for us as
individuals, communities, and families.
This year my colleagues and I have
come up with the idea of having monthly
meetings for new families that are
transitioning into the school, and city.
These meetings will be held during the
mornings, and are aimed at bringing
parents together to set up playdates, feel
more comfortable, meet friends, speak
about relatable information, and create
a mini-community within our larger school
community.
Remember, change and transition are
healthy, and if you open up and embrace
them you’ll see how valuable these
transitions can be, no matter what form
or path they take.
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Follow Your Passion in
Your Professional Life Too
By Joel Farnworth

Thoughts on considering new career paths while finding a balance between doing what
you love and managing family and financial obligations.
Research suggests that these sort of approaches are increasing
and those choosing the formal career route are and will continue
to reduce in number. But what about the longer term and what
happens to them down the road, I hear you ask? Well, I have
that question too, and there do not seem to be many answers
around other than – “Hey, we’ll work it out” – which they
probably will.
It’s obviously great if you can find this sort of balance in your
life and all those pushing us to take this approach should be
applauded, but a couple of points from one who’s a little older
(if not necessarily wiser). Yes, my experiences are different
and perhaps not relevant but I DID have my passion for work
period – even within the old style economy – for the dozen
years or so I was first involved in Learning and Development.
The personal development opportunities, the exposure to people
and cultures (35 countries, 50+ nationalities), the challenges of
the various environments and experiences – loved it, absolutely
loved it! Then I met my wife, had kids, and found out what was
really important. Wonder how the “we’ll work it out” crowd
will handle that?

A
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A while ago I wrote a short piece with a few positive tips for
moms considering a return to work. Positive in that so many
employers are realizing the value of a gender diverse workforce.
However, when I saw the theme for this month’s magazine,
“following your passion”, it made me think again of all those
who may be making career choices and not just returning moms.
My own early experiences (some while ago) bear no relation to
the choices available and being made today. Parental influence
was one of safety, getting a “good” job, which usually meant
banking, the civil service or some such. I spent 12 years with
one and 22 with the other, and I was not alone. I came close
once to the passion route (I qualified as a golf coach), but
finances and thoughts of hours in the hot sun brought a dose of
reality that doused the passionate fire.
Today, with the gig economy and a variety of contract options
available in markets across the globe, braver soles are choosing
work to enjoy and live. On a seminar recently in Singapore,
the speaker was at a loss to explain his son’s approach – work
enough at something he was relatively positive about (teaching
music some 25 hours a week) to fund what he really wanted to
do – travel, hillwalk, mountain bike and similar pursuits.
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I do try hard not to be limited in seeing how all this may eventually
pan out. After all, none of us really know, and our experiences
may or may not be relevant. That said, it is hard to see how
much flex and passion one can hang on to when life’s realities
and responsibilities kick in.
But perhaps those advocating finding something workwise that
we like or even enjoy will be voices we need to listen to.
A cautionary note to end with, that may encourage your own
thoughts about combining preferences with career. A long time
friend in a similar line of work to me admitted recently that he
had always disliked what he did and found it difficult to go and
do it day in and day out. He was very, very good at it and none
of us had ever guessed how much he really disliked it. So, why
did he do it for some 20 years plus? Money!! “I worked out
that I was going to be paid a lot for a certain period of time
and that, if I could stand it, I could stop doing it (or anything
else) at an early age – and I did!”
When I asked him whether it was worth it, he said unequivocally,
“Absolutely not.” Knowing I write articles like this, he added,
“And tell people the balance in the journey is much more
important than a few good years at the end – if you make it
that far.”

New Members Coffee
at ABC Pathways
By Yoshiko Swinney
Photos by Mao Sano

J

July was a month in which many families go out of
Bangkok. Yet, we were delighted to see many happy new
faces at our monthly New Members Coffee Morning at
ABC Pathways International Kindergarten on July 25th.
Special thanks to the teachers of the school: the little ones
had a great time with them and the mums singing nursery
songs and listening to fun stories together. They also loved
snack time (of course)! The outdoor lovers were in the lovely
garden, running around and jumping up and down on
the playground. What great vibes!
Welcome everyone who joined the BAMBI family!
New Members Coffee is held on the last Wednesday
of the month, 9:30-11am, at various venues. New and
prospective members are welcome! For more info, contact:
newmembers@bambiweb.org.

最近入会された方・入会を検討されてる方のために、毎月最後
の水曜日午前９時半から１１時に開催。お子さんもご一緒にど
うぞ。入場料無料、当日の入会も受け付けています。日本語で
のお問い合わせもOKです。
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The Three As of Travel with Kids
Text & Photos by Nori Brixen

Looking for ways to keep your children engaged and make the most of a family trip? It might
help to remember the Three As!

M

My advice for parents planning a trip
with kids is to remember the Three As:
Adventure, Animals and Activities. It works
for my four boys and I suspect it is the
same for girls. ‘Animals’ is obvious (from
critter-hunting in tidal pools to feeding kangaroos). ‘Adventure’ is physical (hiking up
the tallest sand dune or learning to ski) and
‘Activities’ is more mental or manual (from
learning a few key phrases in Japanese
to making a clay shisa lion-dog).
A lot of the things adults plan a trip around
– culture, food, history, religion – are of
little inherent interest to most kids. I’ve often
heard a well-meaning father declaiming
to his kids from the history section of the
Lonely Planet while his disinterested brood
writhed. Kids often aren’t that pumped to
visit local markets or try local dishes. They
don’t care about the origins of the Sunni/
Shia split. They are not going to remember
when this country gained independence.
But this doesn’t mean that kids can’t learn
important things when they travel.
First, remember that they are already
learning a lot just by being there! What
the climate is like, whether it is flat or
mountainous, how the people dress, the
language they speak, the name of their
currency alongside any familiarity with
other countries they might find. You don’t
always need to teach them; they are
observing and absorbing.

them? Boys especially crave ‘pushing the
envelope’ and shared adventure with their
parents is an excellent way to get them
hooked on exploring the world.

• Taking the overnight train from
Bangkok to Chiang Mai was a very
memorable experience that the kids
kept asking to repeat.

Second, it’s one of your many jobs to
make ‘boring’ subjects like Geography,
History or Biology interesting - and using
the Three As really helps. If you are always
looking for opportunities to educate your
kids, you will find thousands of fun ways
to do it! Remember that there are so many
resources available for free, online - from
maps to phrasebooks, to activity sheets!

Tell adventurous stories from your past
when you put your kids to bed. Or look
for adventure stories with a learning
angle. Even history becomes bearable if
it’s adventurous: I doubt our boys will ever
forget seeing the mummified remains of
“Frozen Fritz” in Bolzano, Italy. And they
love to hear stories of about great battles
and heroes.

• Exploring and playing around the
Khmer ruins in Buriram Province, Thailand. “This is like Indiana Jones!”

ADVENTURE
Kids learn to be adventurous, curious
and brave by watching YOU. Do you
encourage them to test their physical limits,
to try new things, or to do what scares
26 • September 2018
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Conn Iggulden’s Dangerous Book for
Boys has some excellent tales. But I think
Susan Wise Bauer deserves a Nobel
Prize for her kid-friendly but informationrich “Story of the World” books. My boys
asked if there was another chapter on the
Black Death!

• Climbing to the top of the highest sand
dune near the Qasr Al Sarab resort in
Abu Dhabi.
• Wading into the ocean at night on
Koh Rong island, Cambodia, to see
phosphorescent creatures.
• Renting bicycles to explore Kuro Island
in the Yaeyamas, Okinawa. Hiking
up to amazing vistas at Padar.Island,
Komodo National Park.

• Also, jumping off the boat into strong
currents and swimming wildly for the
ladder.
ANIMALS
Kids love animals, from naked mole rats
to whale sharks. Sure, you can visit a
zoo, but it’s much more fun for kids to find
animals in their natural habitat.
One of the first things I do when we’re
planning a trip is to research unusual,
and ideally endemic, species of animals,
bugs and even plants! We often bring
bird or fish cards to help us identify what
we’ve seen, or we look them up together
on the Internet later. Besides Wikipedia,
a-z-animals.com and factzoo.com have
got great information and photos. At the
Qasr al Sarab hotel in Abu Dhabi, the
boys spent hours learning to sketch oryxes
and honey badgers from templates I found
on the Internet (WeDrawAnimals.com
or DrawingTutorials101.com). The next
morning the boys came screaming into
our room - there was an oryx crossing the
sand right below our window! In Komodo
National Park we trekked to see Komodo
Dragons in the morning and snorkelled
with Mantas in the afternoon.
An unforgettable Animal experience! And
there were many pages online listing
“Amazing Facts about Komodo Dragons”
that the kids loved.
• In Okinawa, we visited the amazing Churaumi Aquarium and saw
whale sharks and many other amazing
creatures.
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• Nearly every day in Bintan, Indonesia
the boys go ‘critter-hunting’ when the
tide goes out (crabs, shrimp, gobies,
sand dollars etc.)
• In the Anambas the boys swam with
guitar sharks and released green sea
turtles into the wild. They also enjoyed
visiting a big fish farm.
• At Ras Al Jinz in Oman, we did a
night walk to see nesting sea turtles.
We’ve done dolphin-watching
cruises in Oman, Thailand and the
Maldives.

ACTIVITIES
Kids love to make things, to get their hands
dirty or covered in paint or flour. Look for
places that offer courses for kids. Also,
check out relevant activities on Pinterest
or YouTube. Find local recipes online and
get the kids involved. If you plan ahead,
there are so many activities that you can
do that will keep your kids engaged before, during and after the trip. And these
activities will also help your kids remember
the countries they visited better.
• After returning from the Maldives, we
made a Lego stop-motion video of how
an atoll is formed.
• In Naha, Okinawa, the boys made
clay shisa figures at a pottery workshop.
• In Thailand, the boys made wax sheep
candles in Suan Phueng.
• In Batam, Indonesia the boys were
quite captivated by the tour of the
hotel’s spice and fruit garden.
• A 4-day ski school in Austria was one
of the boys’ favorite trips.
• In the Sultan Qaboos Mosque in
Oman, I showed the boys how Muslims pray, pointing out the mihrab
(semicircular niche) that indicates the
qibla (direction) of Mecca.
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How to Support and Nurture
Your Child’s Passions
By Roma Steffen

It can be difficult to set aside our own expectations of what our child’s future should look
like or be, but doing so can be essential to their success. Here are some useful tips on how
best to emotionally invest in your child’s future.

o

Often, it seems to us that our child is
like a clean, unwritten piece of paper
or clay that we can form freely. We
make huge mistakes, believing that we
will make him/her a person whom we
“always wanted to be” or choose their
path thinking we know what is best.
However, a child is born with certain
potential, which if properly developed,
will allow them to master specific skills.
The passions and interests which are
supported early and intensely enough
can possibly lead to their future career.
However, it is the implementation of
one’s own interests that is primarily
a source of motivation for action,
which prevents boredom or giving up
monotonous activities that do little to
develop the child’s natural abilities.
Whether children devote themselves
to an interesting activity for a long
time depends on the family and peer
environment in which they are being
raised. This involves the need for parents
to model by their own example, those
passions that are an essential element of
life. The task of the adults is to navigate
the child wisely.
Starting from the nursery stage of a
child’s life, their interests are rather
impermanent. It does not mean that
parents should not pay attention to or
develop the interests of their children,
instead, it should be done in moderation.
Let them try various activities to see
which ones they may not only take an
interest in but also excel. You should not
force the child when the willingness to
continue weakens. School-age children
are interested in a vast assortment of
interests, some of these being: plants,
animals, science, technology, sports,
painting or reach for literature. By taking
the time to talk to your children on a
daily basis, finding out what happened
during school or the interesting things
that occurred with their classmate’s can
and will help you learn more about your
child’s passions.
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Developing their interests and passions
requires a lot of commitment from the
parents. Some things include praise and
encouragement, support and motivation
of a win or defeat, and watching the
child’s performances during competitions
and exhibitions. All of this can take an
excessive amount of time; however, it
can pay heavy dividends if we engage
in these tasks appropriately. Even if

and constantly encourage them to
develop their own passions.
• When the child experience successes
and failures,be present with words of
praise and/or consolation. Set aside
as much time as needed, ensuring you
experience their important moments
such as contests, performances, and
exhibitions.
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our child does not become a master in
a certain field, thanks to the constant
support that parents offer, the child will
have a parent that they confide in and
count on both in good times and bad.
Time devoted to expanding a child’s
‘passion is never lost.
Advice for parents:
• Adjust your expectations to the real
possibilities of the child. Do not try
to “make” your child become a
copy of someone else or force them
into something they will later blame
you for.
• Do not compete with your own
child! Support them, praise them,

• Do not accelerate or force things!
If despite your efforts of giving your
child an excellent example, they
show disinterest, it may be that they
just need time to show their talent.
Do not give up on them or your own
efforts. Follow with care and observe
your child so that you do not miss the
important moment when something
will become especially important
to them.
• Be vigilant and attentive. Sometimes
passion can take over the child. Be
sensitive when it is difficult for your
child to deal with failure or when they
want to be the best at all costs.
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How to Live a Meaningful Life When
You Don’t Have a Passion to Follow

By Carolina Herrera

Having a passion is great, but it’s not something that is clear-cut for everyone. Here are
some approaches on how to live a meaningful life regardless of whether we’ve found a
passion or not.
So, I decided to research and find out alternative ways to feel
purposeful and to give my life direction. I needed to figure
out if and how I could feel fulfilled and successful, despite not
having a passion to follow.
Now, I would like to share some of my findings with you in
case you feel like this too.
This is what I’ve learnt:
1. Author Elizabeth Gilbert says: “Follow your curiosity.”
She explains that passion can feel inaccessible especially
during hard times, when we are feeling down, lost and
confused, whereas curiosity is always within reach.
Gilbert says “The trick is to just follow your small moments of
curiosity. It doesn’t take a massive effort... Respond to what
has caught your attention. Look into it a bit. And see if there
is something there for you?”
She adds: “For me, a lifetime devoted to creativity is nothing
but a scavenger hunt — where each successive clue is
another tiny little hit of curiosity. Pick each one up, unfold it,
see where it leads you next.”
2. Vishen Lakhiani founder of the Mindvalley University says
we can find our spark and feel purposeful by getting clear
on the experiences and the growth we want to have and
the contribution we want to make to the world.
Photo Source: Unsplash
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When we are looking for more meaning in our lives we are
often told to follow our passion. And that’s great advice if you
have one. But what happens when you don’t?
When I was growing up I liked doing many things, but there
was never one thing that I felt truly passionate about and this
made me feel disappointed in myself. Did that mean I could
never be as successful as the people around me whose lives
had been transformed when they discovered their passion and
went after it? Also, how was I supposed to know what to do,
which projects to take on if I didn’t feel passionate about any
of them?
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When we ask ourselves these questions we create a
meaningful vision for ourselves, where the journey is filled
with memorable moments, meaningful insights and impact.
3. Try stuff out – prototype your ideas.
Bill Burnett and Dave Evans authors of the Designing Your
Life: How to Build a Well-Lived, Joyful Life book tell us to
“think like a designer.”
Brainstorm and come up with options, ideas of the stuff we
like doing or that we feel curious about. Then start trying
stuff out and see how it feels. Make mistakes, learn from
them and see where that takes us.

In their research, Bill and Dave found that around 80% of
people don’t know what they are passionate about and that
passion actually comes after having tried something out. In
their words, “passion is the result of a good life design, not
the cause.”
Reading this and learning these lessons was music to my ears!
It gave me hope! And it inspired me to come up with my own
prompt for living a more meaningful life. One that I want to
share with you now.
Step 1: Think about your different roles – the different YOUs
within you (Maybe stick with 5, to begin with).
My list includes these: MOTHER • WIFE • SISTER •
DAUGHTER • FRIEND (you can include colleague, leader,
writer, teacher, whatever is important to you).
Step 2: Think about the person you want to be in each of these
areas of your life.
Who do you want to be as a mother? Who do you want to be
when you’re the wife/ the sister/ the daughter?

I want to be patient, loving, understanding and inspiring.
Step 3: Ask yourself WHY you want to be this way? Why
is it important you become that person? A clear WHY will
become your key motivator/ driver moving forward.
For example, I dream of my children coming to visit me in the
holidays when they grow up and bringing my grandchildren
over for special occasions. None of this is going to happen
unless I start building a tight bond with them NOW. And that’s
my driver for wanting to be super patient, loving, inspiring and
understanding when I’m with them.
Step 4: Turn your answer in Step 2 into your personal mantra
– this will give you direction and help you make choices.
Knowing who it is you want to become allows you to be
selective about what you do. This clarity will enable you to
create and pursue experiences that will hopefully offer growth,
enjoyment, progress and a sense of fulfilment.
Now, I hope these ideas will show you that following your
passion is a good way to live but it’s not the only path towards
a meaningful life.

For instance, when I think of myself as a mother – I think that

Pop-up
Playgroup at
Magic Years
By Uta Mori / Photos by Mao Sano

T

Thank you for coming to our Pop-up
Playgroup at Magic Years International
School on June 2nd. It was lovely to see
all the children enjoying the farm with
grazing goats, sandpit, pool of water
with turtles, and water play area in the
school garden, full of greenery. Strong
sunlight did not stop the children from
exploring the nature fun. After playing
under the sun, the kids also had fun in
the music room to cool down.
Thank you Magic Years International
School for welcoming BAMBI families
to your beautiful school.
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Getting Your Kids Their Back-to-School Physicals
By Bumrungrad Hospital Pediatrics Department

Here’s a list of back-to-school physicals, a must for kids at the start of the academic year.
They may not appear urgent but they are definitely are important.
for his or her age group. A weight
assessment is done to assure your
child is at a healthy weight for their
height and age range.
Additionally, you can use this opportunity
to ask the doctor about immunizations to
protect your child from contracting various
diseases.
A Bit about Nutrition and Eating Disorders
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Before the school year begins parents
get busy purchasing school supplies,
new uniforms and everything else on
the shopping list to ensure their child is
prepared and ready for the new academic
year. But have back-to-school physicals
been part of all these preparations?

A vision test is done to ensure your
child can see what is being written
on the board. Upon entering school,
every 2 year or when a problem is
suspected, children should have an
eye screening for visual acuity and
alignment. Short-sightedness (myopia)
is the most common refractive error
in this age group. If you suspect
your child has an alignment or other
eye health issue, take them in for a
comprehensive eye examination so
that they don’t fall behind in class.

Back-to-school physicals aren’t always a
top priority for parents, but they should
be. And doctors recommend them too.
Not only do they help ensure that your kids
are in optimal health, but also that they are
able to follow what’s going on in class.

•

What Should Be Included in a Back-toSchool Physicals?
No matter what your child’s age,
the following examinations should be
included in the list:
•

Hearing and Vision: Children can
lose focus, disengage and get
distracted when they can’t follow
what is going on in class. Sometimes
this is simply caused by not being
able to see or hear properly.
Hearing tests are usually performed
at birth before your child leaves the
nursery. But it’s recommended that
children have another hearing test
before they start school, at around
age 3-5 years, or whenever you think
there may be a problem.
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•

Heart Health: In children, high blood
pressure (hypertension) is usually the
result of genetics, lifestyle factors, an
underlying disease (such as diabetes),
or even a side-effect of medication.
Doctors recommended that children
get their blood pressure checked
annually starting at the age of 3.
Parents should also promote eating
healthy and being physically active.
Untreated hypertension can cause
serious health risks, as it forces the
heart to work much harder than it
should; it could lead to artery, heart,
and kidney damage down the line.
Height and Weight Assessment:
Your child’s growth depends on
many factors, including genetics,
metabolism, hormones, and nutrition.
A height assessment will determine if
your child is growing at a normal rate

A healthy breakfast gets your child
ready for the day and helps ensure they
are energized to give their best. Eating
breakfast positively affects cognitive
performance. In other words, attention,
memory, perception, and mood. This will
help your kids stay focused and attentive
all day during class.
But apart from a healthy, balanced diet,
parents should also be aware of eating
disorders children may face. Eating
disorders are often incorrectly thought of
as lifestyle choices, but in fact, they are
serious illnesses. Eating disorders include
anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and
binge eating.
Anorexia is the eating disorder in which
a child sees themselves as overweight,
causing them the desire to be thin and thus
starving themselves as a result. Bulimia is
the eating disorder in which a child will
overeat and purge right after in order to
prevent weight gain. And binge eating is
when a child eats uncontrollably.
It’s believed that eating disorders are
the result of biological, behavioral, and
social factors combined. Make sure to
talk to your kids about body image and
the dangers of eating disorders, as they
could lead to serious health issues in the
future — such as malnutrition, cardiac
disorders, and gastrointestinal disorders.
Doctors Encourage Back-to-School
Physicals
Don’t wait when taking your children in for
their back-to-school physicals. Ideally, you
should take your kids in to see the doctor
a few weeks before school begins. This
leaves you time to deal with any present
health issues they may be facing.
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Being a Stay-at-Home Parent
Text and Photos by Simon Elwell

New to the concept of the stay-at-home parent? Ever wonder how your spouse feels when
you leave for work? One BAMBI dad shares his advice with those of us who are new to
this role.

I

I would certainly never complain about the opportunity to spend
time with my child. It really is a privilege. It’s just that up until now
I have enjoyed a life that was focused on building a professional
career, making money for the family, myself, and enjoying the
social interaction that a workplace offers.

daunting. I keep wondering if the teachers check what I’ve put
in there and raise an eyebrow in sympathetic judgement. Then
when I pick her up from school and the teacher quietly leans
in to tell me ‘not much was eaten today, maybe the rice was
too dry’, I take it like a little red cross in my parenting book.

Now I have the odd feeling of standing at the front door, as my
other-half leaves for the office each morning. With them being
the money earner, I can’t help feeling that I am not sharing the
responsibility for our financial future. Of course, there is a positive balance to the equation; the stable, loving and attentive
environment for our child to grow in, someone to focus their full
attention on all of our household and social tasks, and hopefully,
life is made a little easier for the working partner. Undoubtedly
it’s a full-time job for me to take care of these things, and there
is some satisfaction when it is done well.

In the schoolyard, there is always a cluster of mums, standing
together chatting while their children play. I find myself pushing
my daughter on the swings. I’m not antisocial, it’s just that the
conversation tends to be very focussed on ‘this playgroup’ or
‘the latest birthday party venue’ or ‘the best place to buy shoes’,
and I’m not ready to become one of those parents... I’m still
trying to hold on to my professional persona! Truthfully, I’m also
a little afraid of how transparent my inadequacies will appear
next to their superpowers!

Doing it well is taking some getting used to though. Cooking
is not my strong suit, so making my daughter’s lunch box every
day; something nutritious, tasty, interesting and edible is quite
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Thankfully we have a housekeeper, so I don’t have to worry
about piles of laundry, piles of dishes and piles of toys. It’s a
luxury all my friends overseas mock me about – saying I’ve got
it so good. I agree, its true. It does make me wonder though,

‘am I really doing the full job
here, or am I just a part-timer,
an imposter, an ‘almost ran’.
Frankly, I take my hat off to
those who do the whole lot
themselves, I’m sure it must be
those super-mums I see in the
playground.
Where does that leave me? I’m
not a corporate professional
anymore. I have doubts about
my quality as a stay-at-home
parent, and what on earth will
I do in the future? Surely this
role will not continue until my
retirement so how on earth will
I move back into the workplace
at some point.
So much to think about for a
Stay-at-Home Dad. BUT, there
is a twist: all of the above was
straight from the heart of a
woman I know who has just become a Stay-at-Home MUM.
Here’s the thing, there are some SAHD’s who feel a stigma,
with what they do. But no more than there are career women
who feel the same way when they are put in the same position.
So, while the adjustment may be difficult for a man if he wasn’t

the type to ask advice, or cook
a meal, or sit playing with his
child every afternoon, it would
be equally hard if you were
that type of woman.
I believe the biggest challenge
of being a stay-at-home parent
isn’t looking after the child,
but more about retaining a
healthy relationship with your
spouse. Regardless of gender, it’s about maintaining a
strong sense of character, and
keeping yourself interesting
as your partner forges ahead
with their career...while you
wonder what you will be
doing for the rest of your life.
If you are a SAHD then you
better be the type of guy who is
willing to work at your relationship. After all, it’s quite likely
that your partner is going to be
struggling with their own issues
of guilt about being a working mum, so you need to support each
other. Success in this role comes from being someone who can
raise a child, keep a house, maintain a positive outlook, and
have a plan for how to go back to work when the time is right.
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Talking to Your Little Ones about Death
By Ema Naito-Bhakdi

Talking about death with kids is not easy, but there is plenty of simple advice to be found.

W

When my eldest was 3 years old, I
ordered a picture book of a Japanese
traditional story (it was “Hanasaka Jiisan”花咲かじいさん for those Japanese
moms out there). But when I read it, I was
shocked—I had completely forgotten
that the tale included a dog being brutally beaten to death by an evil old man!
Unprepared to deal with this, I hid the
book in our bookshelves, thinking I’ll pull
it out when the kids were older.
Predictably, just one or two weeks later,
I got home and...my kids ran up to me
with the book in hand, starry-eyed, begging for me to read it to them. And I was
forced to answer their questions about
death on the spot. Over and over again.
But this turned out to be a good thing.
Two months after these series of chats,
their great-grandmother, who lived next
door to us, passed away. And so my
3-year-old at least had some concept of
what was going on.
According to the US National Institute
of Health, children aged 3-6 years still:
...see death as a kind of sleep; the
person is alive, but only in a limited
way. The child cannot fully separate
death from life...The child may ask
questions about the deceased (for example, how does the deceased eat,
go to the toilet, breathe, or play?).
Young children know that death is
physical, but think it is not final.
The child’s understanding of death
may involve “magical thinking”. For
example, the child may think that his
or her thoughts can cause another person to become sick or die.
(From the National Cancer Institute,
National Institute of Health, ‘Grief,
Bereavement, and Coping With Loss
–Patient Version’, 6 March 2013)
So what are some things to keep in mind
when talking to kindergarten-age kids
about death? Here are some tips I’ve
found helpful:
•

Don’t avoid the topic. Avoiding it
might only serve to frighten the child
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or make them imagine things much
worse than the truth. We all know
how kids can sense when an adult is
holding something back from them,
and they may be coming up with
wild and scary explanations why.
•

Be honest. It’s ok to say “I don’t
know” to your child’s questions.
Death is, after all, one of the biggest mysteries of life.

•

Use ‘easy’ opportunities to introduce the concept, like starting with
bugs and flowers dying. It might
be easier to explain the physical
changes of death—that the body
no longer works, they can’t eat or
drink anymore, they can’t be fixed,
etc.—than attempting to explain the
metaphysical.

•

•

•

Be prepared to answer questions
over and over again. Kids need to
process it and be reassured that the
answers are consistent.
Say ‘death’ and ‘die’; don’t use euphemisms like ‘eternal sleep’, ‘gone
away’ or ‘lost’, as they only confuse
small children. They may even get
scared, for example, that they will
die if they go to sleep.
Give information in small doses,
and use simple words that they can
understand.

•

Be open to and acknowledge what
the child is feeling, no matter what it
is. Some kids may act out their grief,
while others may not or appear
even unaffected.

•

If you are grieving, don’t be afraid
to share some of that with your child
so they know it’s ok and normal.

•

Reassure your child that it’s not their
fault. Developmentally, children see
the world as revolving around themselves and may come to think that
they were somehow responsible for
the death.

•

Reassure your child that they are
safe and will be taken care of, as
always.

Talking to my kids about death made me
think about and evaluate my own beliefs
about it. What would you say when
your child asks you, “What happens after you die?”
I guess this would be a good time as
any to reopen the conversation with my
now-older kids (and with my husband as
well, to make sure we’re on the same
page), as well as to introduce the idea
to our 3-year-old.

Online reading
National Cancer Institute, National Institute
of Health, ‘Grief, Bereavement, and Coping With Loss (PDQ®)–Patient Version’,
section on ‘Children and Grief’, www.
cancer.gov/about-cancer/advanced-cancer/caregivers/planning/bereavementpdq#section/_62
NIH Clinical Center Patient Education Materials: ‘Talking to children about death’,
clinicalcenter.nih.gov/ccc/patient_education/pepubs/childdeath.pdf
Parents Magazine, ‘How to Talk to Kids
About Death, Step by Step’, www.parents.
com/toddlers-preschoolers/development/
social/talking-to-kids-about-death/
Babycenter: ‘How to talk to your kindergartner about death’, www.babycenter.
com/0_how-to-talk-to-your-kindergartnerabout-death_67095.bc
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Learning Begins at
By Ashima Kapur

Learning is not something confined to the school environment but instead happens continually,
throughout the day. Here are some ways our children learn at home and ideas for how, to
encourage greater development.

H

Home is a relaxing place for kids - an environment which more informally shapes a
child’s personality and honing their skills.
Kids attend school to acquire knowledge
and skills appropriate to their age and we,
as parents strive hard to identify schools
matching our perspective of how and
where our child should learn.
We often take our research seriously,
for example, we’ll seek guidance from
other parents - to gain feedback about
various schools and their curriculums. But
there is another aspect which should be
considered - the fact that a child spends
almost equal number of days at home as
they spend at school.
Most of the international school calendars
in Bangkok have 176 to 180 school
days. This is a point to ponder, as a child
spends an equal number of days at home.
Even on school days after approximately
six hours of schooling, a child is home for
an equal number of hours. It is time to think
that a child’s learning not only takes place
at school but also at their home. Whatever
input a school provides a child bridges the
inputs and stimulation provided at home
by not only parents and caregivers, but
also by extended family such as siblings
or cousins, if any. So, the home is equally
important for a child’s learning, though
often not in a structured, formal way.
Each subject taught at school is beautifully
interwoven into our everyday lives. There
is technology (i.e., science) involved in
everything, be it an air conditioner in our
bedroom, microwave and refrigerator in
our kitchens or a television in our living
room. A child learns how these things
work, and if any of these technologies
need fixing, then the child learns how and
who needs to be contacted to fix them.
Children also develop language skills
when they talk to the adults and kids in the
family, visitors, neighbors and attending
social gatherings. All these interactions
in the home help in building a stronger
vocabulary, including a foreign language
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if used. Watching (age appropriate) TV
programmes and listening to news helps
a child learn about the world, which it
could be argued, becomes Social Science. Social and emotional skills also get
developed when a child interacts with
other children or adults around. How to
exhibit emotions when sad, angry, excited
etc. is something children pick up at home
as well.
A child’s involvement in age-appropriate
household chores helps in developing
various life-skills which stay on with the
child forever. These chores could include
counting and drying laundry, preparing
beds, etc. It can also help a child in
setting a professional goal later on in
life. Areas of interest could blossom into
possible careers or important skills they
need in their careers later on. Going to

a supermarket to do everyday grocery
shopping may appear simple but helps
in developing selection skills, reading
products and comparing with the costs,
addition, packing etc., and thereby doing
a lot of reading and math.
Playing indoor and outdoor games with
the family helps in creating stronger family
bonds, apart from various skills learned
from the games.
All these points combined imply that a
home environment equally participates in
a child’s acquisition of knowledge. There
is a lot of informal learning which is happening outside of school and needs to be
credited. As a parent or a caretaker, we
should provide a nurturing home environment, one which is conducive to a child’s
informal learning.

Here are some suggestions of what each parent or caregiver can do:

• Involve the child in various household chores such as preparing their own
bed after waking up, folding clothes, and keeping in their closets etc.
• Take the child to do grocery shopping and let them decide what they would like to have
for meals and later on allow them to cook it too.
• While doing this, the nutritional value, freshness and family budget could also be
discussed with the child.
• Talk to the child about your own childhood experiences, such as what you used to do
as a child during summer break.
• Exhibit behavior you want to see in your child as they copy actions more than words.
For example, healthy anger management and stress management.
• Take part in physical activities, such as yoga or walking in the park together, to instill
good fitness habits.

FEATURE

Guardianship
in Thailand

Unfortunate events can occur

By M.L. Numlapyos Sritawat

First, the child will be under the care of Thailand’s administrative agency and their parents’ embassy in Thailand. Then, the
embassy would endeavour to contact relatives or close friends, in
Thailand or abroad, who could take care of the children. Once
identified, the potential guardians must file for custody with the
Thai family court.

Planning ahead for your children’s welfare
in worst-case scenarios is a good practice.
Background
Thai Courts are authorized to appoint a legal guardian for individuals who cannot make responsible decisions for their own
welfare (the ward). The court may issue such an order if presented
with evidence that an adult individual is mentally or physically
incapacitated and can no longer take care of themselves. Guardians are also appointed for minors in cases when parents are no
longer able to exercise parental authority.
A court-appointed guardian is responsible for all legal decisions
regarding the ward. This includes medical decisions, managing
the ward's property, ensuring payment of all bills, and determining
where the ward lives. The guardian can also manage the ward's
contact with other individuals, e.g. the parents, as well as control
the ward's personal finances.
To file for guardianship under Thai law, an individual typically must
be the ward’s family member. Thailand’s Family Courts oversee
these proceedings. There are two separate hearings and two
separate court petitions: The first hearing requires proving the
ward requires a guardian. If the court agrees, a second petition
and hearing will assess then appoint the guardian.

For expatriate families living in Thailand, parents must consider what
would happen if they were incapacitated through illness, accident,
or death, and therefore unable to take care of their children.

The process to request custody of a child is:
1. Filing for custody with the Central Juvenile and Family Court.
2. Central Juvenile and Family Court will coordinate with the
Department of Juvenile Observation and Protection to arrange
an investigation to evaluate the applicant guardian.
3. Central Juvenile and Family Court will announce its decision
based on the evaluation as to custody and guardianship.
This process usually takes around three months, depending on the
evidence presented and evaluated.
Planning is always good
While you hope for the best, it is always good to have a backup
plan. Writing a last will and testament that identifies who gets
custody of your children will go a long way in making the guardianship process in Thailand easier. You can designate a guardian to
care for your children and even a separate guardian to manage
any inheritance for them until they are adults. It’s never too early
to speak to a lawyer and write your will.

READING CORNER
Book for Children
Title: The Cook and the King
Author: Julia Donaldson and David Roberts
The Cook and the King is a brilliantly funny story from
the fantastic picture book partnership of Julia Donaldson and David Roberts, creators of Tyrannosaurus
Drip. With clever rhyming verses and richly detailed
illustrations, this is sure to become a firm favourite with children and
adults alike.
Book for Parents
Title: Basics to Brilliance Kids
Author: Donna Hay
Donna Hay is Australia's bestselling cookbook author.
As a parent, Donna knows that there is nothing more
enjoyable than introducing your kids to the wonders
of food, tastes, and flavors. Her new book celebrates
fresh, healthy food, and the joy of cooking, eating, and sharing delicious food with the people we love. With over 120 easy-to-follow
delicious, fun-filled recipes, it will give you endless ideas for everyday
meals, birthday parties and sleepovers.

Book for Children
タイトル：りんごかもしれない
著者：ヨシタケシンスケ
12万人の小学生が選んだ「こどもの本」総選挙で全体で第３
位、絵本部門で第１位になって再び注目を集めている一冊。テ
ーブルの上に置いてある１個のりんごから広がる果てしない世
界。発想力があれば、世の中はこんなにも面白く不思議に溢れ
ている！子どもに大人気のヨシタケシンスケの絵本は、大人が一緒に読んでも新し
い気付きに驚かされるはず 。

Book for Parents
タイトル：世界一幸せな子どもに親がしていること
著者：リナ・マエ・アコスタ／ミッシェル・ハッチソン
ユニセフの調査で世界で一番幸せな子どもと発表されたオラン
ダの子どもたち。オランダ出身ではないお母さんが学んだオラ
ンダ流の子育てを紹介し、子どもを幸せにする秘密を紐解いて
いく。子どもたちの言葉に耳を傾け尊重すること、一方で親は
子育て以外の自分の生活も大事にすることなど親も子もストレスのない暮らしをす
るヒントがいっぱい詰まっている。

6TH FLOOR, ISETAN DEPARTMENT STORE, CENTRALWOLRD, 4/1-4/2 RAJDAMRI ROAD, PATHUMWAN BANGKOK 10330, THAILAND
TEL : +66 2255 9834 FAX : +66 2255 9837
Opening hours: Daily - 10.30am to 10pm
6TH FLOOR, ISETAN DEPARTMENT STORE, CENTRALWOLRD, 4/1-4/2 RAJDAMRI ROAD, PATHUMWAN BANGKOK 10330, THAILAND
TEL : +66 2255 9834 FAX : +66 2255 9837 Opening hours: Daily - 10.30am to 10pm
EMQUARTIER
STORE
3RD FLOOR, UNIT 3B01, EMQUARTIER SHOPPING COMPLEX, 689 SUKHUMVIT ROAD, KLONGTON NUA, WATTANA BANGKOK 10110, THAILAND
EMQUARTIER STORE
3RD FLOOR, UNIT 3B01, EMQUARTIER SHOPPING COMPLEX, 689 SUKHUMVIT ROAD, KLONGTON NUA, WATTANA BANGKOK 10110, THAILAND
TEL : +66 2003 6507 FAX : +66 20036515 Opening hours: Daily - 10am
to
10pm
TEL : +66 2003 6507 FAX : +66 20036515
Opening hours: Daily - 10am to 10pm
SIAM PARAGON STORE 3RD LEVEL, SIAM PARAGON SHOPPING CENTER, 991 RAMA I ROAD, PATHUMWAN BANGKOK 10330, THAILAND
SIAM
PARAGON
STORE
3RD
LEVEL, SIAM PARAGON SHOPPING CENTER, 991 RAMA I ROAD, PATHUMWAN BANGKOK 10330, THAILAND
TEL : +66
2610 9500 FAX : +66
2610 9510 Opening hours: Daily - 10am
to 10pm
TEL : +66 2610 9500 FAX : +66 2610 9510
Opening hours: Daily - 10am to 10pm
https://thailand.kinokuniya.com/
https://thailand.kinokuniya.com/
BANGKOK STORE
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V
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(THAILAND) CO., LTD
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Back-to-School Nutrition
By Karin Biran

Food can be more than just food - it can be a personal message from you to your child, and
a way to help them feel safe and in control in their world of increasing uncertainty.
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T

The beginning of the school year is an
exciting and special time. Both parents
and children have mixed emotions - excitement, anxiety, and happiness, often
arising at the same time.
Some children know what is expected
of them; meeting new and old friends,
being kind and friendly, learning and
acting politely and respectfully, doing their
homework, playing sports and succeeding in school activities and tests, and of
course, eating healthily!
These expectations vary, but overall we
expect big things out of our children.
From our child’s point of view, there’s a
lot to consider, including seemingly everincreasing peer pressure.
But, let’s focus on the eating healthily aspect. When we wish our children would
eat in a certain way we should remember
everything that affects their decision - your
voice, their education, their home and environment, your healthy cooking and their
subconscious, perhaps peer-led, thoughts.
To understand the importance of food and
the role it plays in your child’s life and how
you can help them separate emotion from
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food, I would like to discuss the effect of
uncertainty and control.
Uncertainty is a big part of our lives. We
rarely know what’s going to happen,
we’re rarely able to prepare, and sometimes it feels as if we’re missing pieces
of the puzzle. We try to avoid it as much
as we can but it’s our reality. When we
first send our children to school, they
can’t know what it would be like. Will
they have friends? Will they enjoy their
time at school? What will they be good
at? Will they like their teacher? Will they
miss their previous school life? All those
questions and many more often make
children feel uncertain.
Control allows us to feel safe. When our
children were still babies they had different objects to hold on to and as they
grew older, they felt the need to feel a
sense of control over these tangible (or
otherwise) things.
Here is where food may enter the equation. Food is one of the easiest things for
a child to feel control over - he can eat too
little, too much, eat properly or manipulate
his diet. On the other hand, food is also
a small piece they can take to school

from home, something that will remind
them of the safe and happy place we try
to create for them. So, how can we help
our children get a good sense of control
without dragging food into the story?
Here are the dos...
Ask
Ask your child what they would like to
have for breakfast the night before. Let
them feel a sense of control over their
food.
Prepare
Prepare a good breakfast for your child.
This is a very important meal as it breaks
the night fast and provides energy to the
brain and body so your child can focus
at the beginning of the day.
Research
Look at what other children bring to school
and pay attention to the signs your child is
sending. Sometimes they don’t eat what
we give them. This can make them feel
uncomfortable, disappointing you on one
hand and being unhappy on the other. By
paying close attention, we can adapt our
recipes, ask other moms for their recipes
and try to make our child happy with the
food they’re taking to school.

Presentation
If you send your child with a lunch box,
make it colourful and make it look and
taste good. Put a focus on their dish. Children often compare, and when they do,
you want your child to be proud of you
because that means they can be proud
of themselves.
Offer
Even if your child ate at school or was
supposed to eat at school - offer again
when they get home. You can’t always
know if they ate anything and if they did,
what and when. Don’t ask, just offer.
Educate
When your child is home, make sure they
eat healthily. Our children need good
nutrients to grow stronger and smarter.
Explain what healthy eating is and why
it’s important. You should talk about it in
a positive, age-appropriate way.
Enjoy
Eat together as a family. Meal time is often
a good conversation time when everyone
sits together and can discuss their day. Set
an example by sharing your stories from
the day and by eating properly.
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Food is more than food, it’s a story we
tell ourselves and our children, and then
they tell it to themselves.
We want that story to have a happy ending. We need to help our children feel

safe and in control and feel like we are
there with them during the day, during all
those new experiences they have, and
we can do it by sending a small piece
of “home” to school with them every day.
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Roaring Forward
By Vanasobhin Kasemsrina Ayudhaya

Tigers must continue to exist on this earth so that future generations can see and learn about
this majestic cat. Here are a few facts about our tigers, and some tips on how we could save
them from becoming extinct.

A

At the beginning of the year, there was a
lot of press coverage here in Thailand on
the slaughter of a Black Tiger by a Thai
billionaire. The hunt and killing took place
in a protected zone i.e. inside a national
park. From the media coverage, we
learned that Black tigers are considered
rare and endangered and that there are
only 500 left in this country.
More alarming is the fact that Indo-Chinese Tigers, that we would normally see
in zoos in Asia or on logos and billboards
of many famous Asian products such as
the Tiger Beer and Asian Tiger Movers
are on the verge of extinction!
There are only about 3200 tigers left in
the world – from the 100,000 that existed
only a century ago, and currently, only
200 roaming freely in the Thai jungles.
Unfortunately, these majestic creatures

are at risk of being hunted every day
by poachers looking to get paid large
sums of money for their body parts and
fur. In countries such as in China, tiger
parts are in demand and are found in
traditional medicines and wine. A male
tiger in the black market can fetch up to
USD 10,000.
Other causes for the decline in the world
tiger population are the depletion of the
tiger’s habitable land due to deforestation
and the related reduction of their prey.
We have often been misled when we
hear quotes that there are over 300+
tigers just in the Si Racha Tiger Zoo alone.
Hence, these are tigers bred in captivity
but in reality there aren’t so many tigers left
in the wild! Currently, there are only 13
countries in the world with tigers roaming
in the wild. The largest tiger population is

now are in India and Russia. In South East
Asia, there are fewer countries left with
tigers living in the wild – Thailand and
Myanmar are the main ones on the list
(Since 2016 tigers have not been seen in
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam). From the
original 9 species of tigers existing in the
world, within the last 10 years, we have
seen 3 species become extinct – Caspian
Tigers, Javan Tigers and Bali Tigers.
Studies have shown that where there are
tigers then there are rich ecosystems that
tigers love to thrive in. Tigers demand habitat areas that are dense with vegetation,
water holes and extensive grasslands.
Where there are water and thick forests,
there would be clean air, mass coverage
to prevent climate change factors and
balanced natural surroundings. Similar
to our ocean’s ecosystem where there is
a natural demands for sharks to exist in
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helping to maintain healthy marine cycle,
our forests will continue to need tigers at
the top of its ecological chain.
Today in Thailand, many stakeholders
and non-profit organizations are working
alongside the Thai Government to help
increase the population of Indochinese
tigers in Thai forests. There are 5 wildlife
sanctuaries/national park areas that are
under the protection of the Department
of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation where we are beginning to
see tigers roaming freely 1) The Western
forest area of Maewong- Khlonglan - Umpang bordering between Kampaengpet
Province and Myanmar - this area is also
supported by WWF and Sueb Foundation, 2) Huai Kha Khaeng –Thungyai
Naresuan forests in Tak Province- this area
is supported by WCS and Sueb Foundation, 3) Khao Yai –Dong Phyayen forest
area in Nakorn Ratchasima - this area is
supported by WWF, Khao Yai National
Park and General Sorayuth’s Foundation
4) Kaeng Krachan Forest in Petchburi
–Prachuab kirikhan, bordering Southern
Myanmar, is also supported by WWF
and 5) The Hala-Bala Forest Complex in
Southern Narathiwat Province.
In recent years the forest of Maewong –
Khlonglan area was threatened by a major dam construction project, which would
have destroyed the habitat of the tigers
and their prey. Fortunately, after many
people rallied heavily against the project,
it has been put on hold indefinitely.
In the past five years, a lot has been
done to protect the tigers and reverse the
decline in numbers and we are slowly
seeing the tiger population escalating. The
essential SMART Patrol System (Spatial
Monitoring And Reporting Tool) - computerized detectors to help guide rangers in their patrol areas, has been put in
place in all major forest sites, along with
cameras to help record tiger and other
animals passing, covering thousands
of square kilometers of the forest. From
these cameras, researchers can capture
tigers on video and track their movements.
Researchers have learnt that the same
tigers have been spotted travelling from
one sanctuary to the other to hunt. This
is key to help rangers patrol and followup to protect these endangered beasts
effectively.
Thailand is fortunate to be one of the
few countries left in the world that can
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proudly say that there are tigers in the
wild amongst other national treasures.
Going forward the Thai Government
has put substantial effort into helping to
support WWF’s campaign to “Double
The World’s Tiger Population by 2022”.
However, the government is only aiming
at the numbers to increase by 50% by
2022 as there needs to be more preventive measures in place to counter the
number of poachers still out there and this
is seen as a more realistic figure.
Other methods that could help us protect
this awesome animal are to help spread
the messages above and to educate the
younger generation about the world’s
wildlife. With a lack of knowledge,

we often take things for granted. With
knowledge, we can start to say no to
“Traditional Chinese Medicine” that contains animal parts. We can say no to our
families buying animal products such as
tiger fur or tiger skin rugs. We can say no
to purchasing jewelry made from a tiger’s
tooth or claws!
I remember a decade ago when shark fin
restaurants were located everywhere and
shark fin soup was a delicacy loved by
Thais. But after a sharp decline in the shark
population, massive efforts campaigning
to “Say No to Shark Fins” took place. As
a result, people cut down on eating shark
fin soup in Thailand and many restaurants
were forced to close down.

To help support the survival of the tigers and other wildlife, check out the following
websites:
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) – www.wwf.org
Wildlife Conservation Society - www.wcs.org
RaksThai Foundation – www.raksthai.org
Panthera Foundation- www.panthera.org
Wild Aid Foundation – www.wildaid.org
References:
Thailand Tiger Action Plan 2010-2022, http://www.dnp.go.th
Doubling Wild Tigers 2016 Annual Report, http://tigers.panda.org/reports/annual-report-2016doubling-wild-tigers/
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CREATIVE KIDS

Food, Glorious Food: Rice!
Text and Photos by Lucy Baker

Out of cost-effective, fun ideas to engage your little ones with? Worry not: with just a few
food items from your pantry, create a whole new world of wonder for your child to explore!

O

One of my favourite materials to use for
sensory play is food. It is so easy to get
hold of and relatively cheap compared
to many other sensory materials here in
Bangkok. This time, I would like to share
with you one of my top five food-based
sensory tubs along with a few ideas of
activities to create with food items.
For many of these activities, a plastic tub
is a must. You can buy them in a range of
sizes from Home Pro (฿300-500 depending on size) or you can use the under-bed
IKEA storage boxes called Samla (approx.
฿450 with a lid). The great thing with
these boxes is that it contains the mess in
one place and you can seal the lid and
save for future play.
I would also recommend placing a large
plastic wipe-clean mat under the tub if
your little one is inclined to be messy.
Such mats can often be found in Home
Pro, Chatuchak Market or being sold by
street-side vendors, costing approximately
฿100 per meter.
Fun with Rice
This is certainly our most-played-with food
sensory item, as it is so readily available
and cheap here. You can keep it simple
and use white rice for a snowy-themed
tub or use brown rice for a soil or dirt effect. If I’m short on time, just tipping some
brown rice in a tub with my son’s monster
trucks or diggers is enough to keep him
entertained while I prepare dinner.

Dying Rice
My favourite way to use rice, however,
is to dye it to make themed tubs. Dying
rice is really easy to do and, best of all,
it is something that my son loves to help
with. Half fill an empty 1.5L bottle of
water with rice, squirt in a pipette full of
food colouring and a few drops of white
vinegar. Shake well to coat the rice with
the colour. Then lay it out on tin foil and
let it dry for about 30 minutes. The dyed
rice will last for months as long as it
doesn’t get wet.
Rice Ideas
The rice is often just a base material
more than anything, which attracts my
son to the task. For example with number
matching, he enjoys burying the numbers
or just mixing the rice colours and scooping it. Inevitably it turns into a race track
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or construction site with his diggers and
tipper trucks!
Rainbow rice - Use this for colour, number
and letter hunt tubs, scooping and mixing,
and making rainbow rice jars.
Camouflage rice - Create an armythemed tub with shades of brown and
green camouflaged rice, army vehicles
and shelters made from seaweed and
rocks.
Flag rice - Use different-coloured rice to
create a flag picture in a tub, with themed
items from that country.
Frozen rice - Put dyed-blue and white
rice in the freezer overnight and put it in a
tub with arctic-themed animals for a cold
sensory experience!

Visit our clinic for
prenatal and postnatal care.

Babies
welcome

Get rid
of the pain!

*We can take care of your
baby during your treatment.

For greater physical comfort
and benefits for the fetus!
Your body undergoes great changes during
pregnancy and the post-natal period. Come
let our experienced professionals help relieve
your pain and physical discomforts through
safe and appropriate therapies!

During
pregnancy
After
delivery

Improve back pain,
stiff shoulders, and swelling
Improve pain and issues stemming
from pelvic distortion

*EMS (electrical muscle stimulation), which strengthens your
muscles while you rest, is also available.

Phromphong 4th Fl., RSU Tower, Sukhumvit Soi 31
Reception hours

Thonglor

9:00~12:00 / 15:00~18:30

Closed

4th FRI (PM) of ev. Month
Acupuncture - TUE (PM) & WED

02-185-3433

B1 Fl., Home Place Bldg., Thonglor Soi 13

Reception hours

Ekamai

02-262-0831 / 092-052-5255 (Acupuncture)

9:00~12:00 / 15:00~18:30

Closed

4th FRI (PM) of ev. Month

Closed

4th FRI (PM) of ev. Month

02-115-8433

1st Fl., Gateway Ekamai

Reception hours

10:00~12:30 / 15:00~18:30

http://jclinicth.com

We enable people and organisations to work,
live and thrive in new places around the world.
Santa Fe Relocation
T: +662 742 9890
E: Thailand@santaferelo.com
santaferelo.com
We make it easy
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INTERVIEW

What’s Different?
As shared with Assistant Editor Rika Gupta

Families come in many shapes and sizes. We were happy to catch up with Nat and Gina,
moms to two boys, who shared some of their perspectives on living in Thailand.
(Note: The names of the interviewees have been changed to maintain confidentiality)

T

Thank you, Nat and Gina, for taking the
time out to answer a few questions and
giving us some insight into your family’s
expat life in Thailand.
Firstly, can you tell us a bit about yourselves and your family here?
Gina: We met 15 years ago and have
been in an official domestic partnership
since 2010. We have 2 sons (8 and 6
years old). Nat was working for the UN
but quit after our first child was born; I
work for a UN specialized agency in
Bangkok.
How long have you been in Thailand and
when did you move here? How many
places has your family lived in as expats?
Photo Source: unsplash

Nat: We moved to Thailand in June
2013, so have been here five years.
It’s our fourth duty station together; the
second with kids.
What do you like about living in Thailand?
Nat: The weather—no winter! We live
in Nichada Thani and this makes it very
easy for the kids to go to school nearby,
and it’s also very safe.
We like that it’s easy to fly to different
parts of Thailand or even the region.
We’ve been to many places in Thailand,
plus Siem Reap, Luang Prabang, Hong
Kong, Singapore….
Can you give us some insights about
raising children in Thailand? Anything
specific to being a family with two
moms?
Gina: Raising children in Thailand is
quite easy. There are good international
schools and a good choice of indoor
and outdoor activities. If you go to a
private hospital, you never have to take
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appointments long in advance; they are
much more flexible than in Europe. There’s
nothing specific about being a family with
two moms; we’ve never encountered any
problem. At school, teachers and parents
are generally very tolerant and open.
As a same-sex couple, did you have any
particular considerations to make before
deciding to move to Thailand?
Gina: The only consideration was regarding visas, but we were told that there
wouldn’t be any problem. For UN staff
and their recognized dependents, stay
permits and visas are free and the respective offices can apply on their behalf. But
Nat is not considered my spouse for the
Thai authorities, so she does not have
the same visa as our family. She must
apply herself to Immigration, pay for stay
permits and reentry visas, and report her
residence every 90 days.
Do you worry about your children encountering questions or comments from
other children? How do you prepare your
children for this?

Nat: No, we do not worry about this.
We raise our kids with love and tell them
that there is nothing wrong with having
two moms. So far, they have never had
any problems. They usually know how to
respond to someone asking about their
father. And when they don’t know, they
ask us.
Any advice you can share with other
same-sex expat parents recently moved
or looking to move to Thailand?
Gina: Nothing specific, except that they
need to know the Thai authorities will
not recognize the union of the parents,
whether it’s marriage or domestic partnership, and this may have implications on
the visa status of the accompanying parent
if that parent does not work.
Thank you for sharing!

HOW TO BECOME A BAMBI MEMBER バンビ入会方法
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BAMBI Welcomes

New Members
Kirirath Poolpunt
Kirsten Himpelmann
Kittchaya Hotrakit
Kyungjin Cho
Lucy Brookes
Lyna Astley
Mayuko Yamamura
Mitsuko Takahashi
Napaporn Auroopatum
Panarini Tima
Pimnicaakul Rattanapicaedrcr
Piriya Baba
Piyanut Jitsangalert
Pun Chin
Punyavee Tangwongsiri
Rath Rastapana

Alisa Tejasrisukko
Alya Reisinger
Anna Krueger
Arisa Nishibuchi
Ayano Asahina
Chalita Fuangaromya
Daranporn Triwongwaranat
Deb Brothers
Dolores Concepcion
Gaia Pirak
Hayoun Kushida
Jineun Kim
Jiyeon Min
Jong-Orn Remigereau
Kanangporn Nangsue
Karin Nanseth

SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS
1st Birthday
Nalin Ngamdumrongkiat
Nalin Jenkins
Nalin
Nalin Ishizaki

Sep 02
Sep 12
Sep 16
Sep 24

2nd Birthday
Siriprapa Thajchayapong
Bunyeesa Rastapana
Yuto Mukai
Coco iman Hartmann
Arisa Harris
Yasutaka Hirata

Sep 01
Sep 02
Sep 08
Sep 14
Sep 16
Sep 20

3rd Birthday
Masataka Inoue
Milan Hoo Taingtae
Jiyu Kim
Sara Ishii

Sep 06
Sep 12
Sep 27
Sep 27

4th Birthday
Luna Sejersen Mesiano
Yuka Nishiki
Yojiro Naito

Sep 02
Sep 06
Sep 27

6th Birthday
Gohan

Sep 13

7th Birthday
Anna Morgan Anacoreta

Sep 29

8th Birthday
Matilda Coulter
Yuri Naito

Sep 08
Sep 21

10th Birthday
Oliver Job

Sep 16

11th Birthday
Axell Amadeus Moza

Sep 16

12th Birthday
Arlene Bollinger

Sep 30
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Rie Tanabe
Romrawee Chandrasen
Sassy Bairan
Shiho Maruta
Shiho Takeno
Sirimar Sirisubsatid
Siriya Tangsakulsathaporn
Suchada Tongjamrus
Thanyaphat Akalaanunchanon
Tomoe Fujioka
Wanpen Walentowski
Wongkanok Jandthong
Yoshiko Kobayashi
Yuko Hirami
Yuma Yamanashi
Yurika Suzuki

Introducing...BAMBI’s
LANGUAGE COORDINATORS
BAMBI has members from many different countries, and we’re
happy to offer help in some of the languages with the most members.
Vana, Thai Coordinator

สวัสดีเพื่อนๆสมาชิกแบมบี้คะ พี่ชื่อพี่อุ้ม คะ เป็นสมาชิก
แบมบีม
้ ากว่า 5ปีแล้วคะ ยินดีชว่ ยตอบคําถามและช่วยสมาชิก
ไทยของแบมบี้ทุกคนนะคะ
ถ้ามีอะไรให้ช่วย ติดต่อมาได้ที่นะคะที่
Email: thaicoordinator@bambiweb.org

MEMBER DISCOUNTS

Flash your BAMBI Card and enjoy special discounts, now in Pattaya area too!
The following organizations offer BAMBI members special discounts upon presentation of your BAMBI membership
card or if you mention that you are a BAMBI member when calling.

BANGKOK AREA
BEAUTY
APEX MEDICAL CENTER: Specializing in total
beauty solution and wellness
DISCOUNT: Ploenchit and Thonglor branches
only. Buy 1 get 1 free for Cool Scrupting; YAG
Laser Hair Removal Armpit or Bikini Line for ฿990;
Invisalign with 3D scanner and Virtual Photo for
฿170,000; and Zoom Whiting at ฿7,890.
CONTACT: Thonglor branch, Tel: 080-5000123; Ploenchit branch, Tel: 085-000-0855.
Line: line.me/ti/p/%40apexbeautyglobal, FB: @
apexbeautyglobal.
JOHNY LIVE: Hairdresser stylist
DISCOUNT: Free intensive hair mask from
Matrix NYC with oil of apricot + a minimum of
10% discount on all hair services, for all BAMBI
members. Also, an exclusive ‘BAMBI members
only’ home service for busy mums with only ฿500
extra charge.
CONTACT: Tel: 087-105-1614, johnylive6@
hotmail.com, www.facebook.com/Johny Live Hair.
K NAIL LOUNGE: Manicure/pedicure
DISCOUNT: 10% off for any nail service ฿250999, and 20% off when it is above ฿1,000.
CONTACT: www.facebook.com/knaillounge.
Asoke branch - Soi 25, Sukhumvit Road (BTS
Asoke or MRT Sukhumvit, exit by Citibank), Tel:
02-661-7289.
NICHE HAIR SALON AND NAIL SPA: Highclass hairdressing services, hair care and treatment
along with nail spa and waxing services with
qualified stylists. English-speaking stylists and VIP
private room available.
DISCOUNT: 10% off for all advanced-booking
services above ฿1,000 (Code: bambiweb).
Booking via phone or Facebook.
CONTACT: 3rd Floor, All Seasons Place, CRC
Tower, Wireless Road. Tel: 084-596-9546 or 02654-3993. www.facebook.com/nichesalon.th
SATIRA: Spa products
DISCOUNT: BAMBI members receive 20%
discount on all items at Satira Shop
CONTACT: 4th floor Siam Paragon Department
Store (opposite of Exotique Thai department
entrance), www.satirathai.com

EDUCATIONAL
AMAZE ENGLISH: Creative and fun lesson plans
with the objective of making our students ‘Learn
English’ and not ‘memorize English’!
DISCOUNT: 50% off for first time registration fee.
CONTACT: Nita 081-904-2231, Minny 081209-8982, info@amazeenglish.com, nita.
amazeenglish@gmail.com
CURTAIN UP DRAMA: Drama, singing and
magic classes for children (preschool to 12 years
old) at Curtain Up Studio, Sukhumvit Soi 33/1.
DISCOUNT: 15% off all regular studio classes
(excluding special camps conducted during school
breaks).
CONTACT: Tel: 085-552-5806, Unit P1, Play
Yard (2nd Floor) The Common, Thonglor Soi 17,
Wattana, Bangkok 10110, curtainupdrama@
gmail.com

JUMPING CLAY: Specially-designed educational
programs under the concept of “Learn through Play.”
DISCOUNT: 10% off for BAMBI members
CONTACT: Jas Urban Srinakarin (3rd Floor),
Srinakarin Road; Tel: 089-784-8332; Email:
pohkla.jumpingclay@gmail.com; Facebook:
@JumpingClayJasUrbanSrinakarin
LITTLE PEA: A space for families in the
community to connect through multi-sensory play,
fun activities and enriching food.
DISCOUNT: 10% off for both activities as well as
food & drinks at the cafe for BAMBI members.
CONTACT: Unit P1, Play Yard (2nd Floor) The
Common, Thonglor Soi 17, Wattana, Bangkok
10110. Tel: 02-712-5245
Email: hello@littlepeabkk.com
FB/IG: littlepeabkk
Web: www.littlepeabkk.com
SING DANCE ACT & DESIGN with Musical
Theatre for KIDS at The Hop in Silom:
Improve your child’s confidence, spontaneity
and creativity through song, dance and art,
in a warm and supportive environment. For
information on their workshops, please visit www.
musicaltheatreforkids.com.
Suitable for children aged 6 to 10 years old.
DISCOUNT: 10% off all class packages.
CONTACT: Kristen Rossi,
musicaltheatreforkidsbkk@gmail.com

FITNESS
BANGKOK DOLPHINS:
DISCOUNT: 10% off all swimsuits and in-store
merchandise.
CONTACT: Soi Klang Racquet Club, Sukhumvit
49/9. Tel: 02-712-9297. www.bangkokdolphins.
com
KIDDY-KICKS: Children aged 1 to 6 years are
welcome to develop their soccer skills in various
venues around Bangkok. Free for toddlers under
the age of two; ฿380-420 for children aged 3 to
6 years old.
DISCOUNT: 15% discount on membership fees.
CONTACT: Tel: 085-806-6770, valentine@kiddykicks.com or www.kiddy-kicks.com
[NEW] INNER COACH FOR LIFE: Kids and
adults health and fitness. For group sessions, there
is FitFunFamily, where the parents engage with
their kids on different levels of activities.
DISCOUNT: 10% discount for BAMBI members.
Prices range from ฿1,000-3,000 per session.
CONTACT: Coach Ricardo, Tel: 097-921-2550,
bodymindsoulutions@gmail.com
LITTLE GYM:
DISCOUNT: 10% off membership fees, if register
on the day of the free visit for all branches.
CONTACT: Emporium Tower: Tel: 02-664-8994-5
Central City Bangna: Tel: 02-399-5730-1
Central Chaengwattana: Tel: 02-101-0200
Central Rama 3: Tel: 02-673-5957
The Walk Kaset Navamin: Tel: 099-451-6292
LULLABY YOGA: Offers various styles of yoga
classes taught by qualified Yoga Alliance Certified
Teachers.

DISCOUNT: ฿2,500 for one month unlimited
(44% off) and 10% discount on all yoga packages
(excluding drop-ins), first class is free.
CONTACT: Mark, www.lullaby-yoga.com/home.php.
RUMPUREE: World dance studio
DISCOUNT: 10% off all open dance classes and
packages at both Asok and Amarin studios.
CONTACT: www.rumpuree.com; FB/IG/YouTube:
rumpuree; Line: @rumpuree
Chidlom: 496-502 5th floor, Amarin Plaza,
Ploenchit Road, Pathum Wan (BTS Chidlom, Exit
6), Tel: 092-204-9655
Asok: 2nd Fl, Jasmine City Bldg., Sukhumvit
23 Alley, Khlong Toei (BTS Asok, Exit 6; MRT
Sukhumvit), Tel: 092-204-9677
SOFIT PREGNANCY & BEYOND: Are you
pregnant and want to exercise safely to help with
your body changes and prepare for a healthier
delivery? Are you a new mom and want to get
your pre-pregnancy body back and get more
energy? Sophiene is a pregnancy and postnatal
health coach specialist, certified by the American
Council on Exercise. He WILL help you to become
happier and healthier.
DISCOUNT: 1 consultation and 2 weeks of
workout planning to include 2 one-on-one sessions
for FREE.
CONTACT: Sophiene, www.sofitpregnancy.com
SPIN & SLICE: Tennis school and academy for
kids and adults.
DISCOUNT: One can of Perrier mineral water free
for the first session and 10% off for a package of
10 sessions.
CONTACT: Spin & Slice at the Fifty Tennis Club,
Sukhumvit 50, Prakanong, Klongtoey; www.
spinandslice.com
THE LEADBETTER INDOOR GOLF ACADEMY
BANGKOK: Leadbetter Kids, Junior Golf School.
Junior golf lesson, weekend class and camp,
provided to all levels, ages 3.5-18. Get physical
with Asia’s leading indoor golf academy located
in Marriott Hotel Sukhumvit Soi 24, taught by
qualified PGA pros.
DISCOUNT: 10% off to all normal rates. Free 1
month family membership if register on the same
day of free lesson.
CONTACT: Tel: 02-260-8818, benjaparn@
lgabangkok.com or info@lgabangkok.com
WHITE BALL ACADEMY: Take golf lessons from
experienced instructors, or practice your game
at this indoor, state-of-the-art golf academy at
Thonglor 18.
DISCOUNT: Free 60 minute group introduction to
golf basics led by an instructor, a 10% discount
on all private lessons, 1 month FREE practice
membership (available on weekdays, 8am-4pm).
CONTACT: Tel: 02-714-9777, info@
whiteballacademy.com

FOOD
AMELIA STEWART: The founder of Cook First
(www.cookfirst.co.uk/about), Amelia is a cooking
teacher, food writer and consultant. Amelia
specialises in—amongst other things—gluten-free,
dairy-free, refined sugar-free and vegan cuisine,
and has extensive experience working with all
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Would you like to offer special promotions to our members? Please email us at benefits@bambiweb.org.
types of food allergies.
DISCOUNT: 20% off for private cooking class
CONTACT: Amelia@cookfirst.co.uk,
FB: @BeKitchenConfident, Line: @cookfirst,
IG: @cook_first_
CHARLEY BROWN’S MEXICAN
RESTAURANT:
DISCOUNT: 10% off when dining with kids
CONTACT: Tel: 02-651-2215, www.
charleybrowns.asia
MRS BALBIR’S: Fine Indian cuisine. Cooking
classes also available.
DISCOUNT: 10% off on food (Sukhumvit 11
location only)
CONTACT: Tel: 02-651-0498, vinderbalbir@
hotmail.com, www.mrsbalbir.com
SOFITEL SUKHUMVIT BKK:
DISCOUNT:
L’Appart Restaurant: 20% off for food only and
priority access for the Chef’s table
Voila Restaurant: Buffet lunch ฿700 net; Thai
seafood dinner buffet, Sunday to Thursday
evenings ฿699 net; international seafood night
market, Friday and Saturday evenings, come 3
pay 2; Sunday brunch 30% discount
Le SPA with L’Occitane: 35% discount on spa
treatments
CONTACT: 189 Sukhumvit Road Soi 13-15,
Klongtoey Nua Wattana, Bangkok,
Tel: 02-126-9999
STEPS WITH THEERA: A health-focused coffee
shop and cafe that also provides vocational
training for adults with special educational needs.
The menu is diverse with options for those with
and without dietary requirements and a kids
food and drink menu. The cafe strives to create a
community space that is accessible for everyone.
DISCOUNT: 10% off at the Ekkamai 10 and
Sukhumvit 42 branches only.
CONTACT: 02-381-6590

HEALTH
BUMRUNGRAD HOSPITAL:
DISCOUNT: IPD and OPD visits: 5% discount for
credit card payment, and 10% discount for cash
payment.
CONTACT: Tel: 02-066-8888,
www.bumrungrad.com
J-CLINIC:
DISCOUNT: 10% off treatment fee (manual
therapy, electronic treatment, acupuncture and
Chinese herbal medicine), except initial visit fee,
doctor consultation fee, taping, supporter and
medicine; 10% off physiotherapy and acupuncture
coupons; 5% off student athlete coupon.
CONTACT:
Prompong 02-262-0831
Thonglor 02-185-3433
Ekkamai 02-115-8433
www.facebook.com/jclinic.th/
MEDCONSULT CLINIC: Dr. Donna Robinson,
a UK physician holding a Thai medical license,
heads this family medicine/general practice
clinic. Doctor and clinic fees are not levied on
vaccinations.
DISCOUNT: 10% off all charges (includes
consultation/doctor fee, vaccination costs,
laboratory tests/health checkups).
CONTACT: 3rd Floor, Racquet Club,
Sukhumvit Soi 49/9. Tel: 02-762-7855, www.
medconsultclinic.wordpress.com
PAINAWAY CLINIC: Pain relief through
Japanese adjustment therapy.
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DISCOUNT: Free 3D scan for foot or posture
report (normal price: ฿500)
CONTACT: B1 Floor, Interchange 21 Tower,
Sukhumvit 21, Asoke. Tel: 02-258-1361,
contact@painawayclinic.com,
www.painawayclinic.com, FB: painawayclinic
SAMITIVEJ SUKHUMVIT AND SAMITIVEJ
SRINAKARIN HOSPITAL:
DISCOUNT: 10% off as follows:
Outpatient: medicine, laboratory work and X-ray
for self-pay
Inpatient: room charges, medicine, laboratory
work and X-ray for self pay
(excludes vaccination, CT, MRI, ultrasound, dental,
special devices and special medication. No
discount is available on insurance and doctor’s
fees)
CONTACT: Tel: 02-711-8181

MISCELLANEOUS
BANGKOK SELF STORAGE:
DISCOUNT: 10% off storage units.
CONTACT: Tel: 02-261-1516 or Darrel: 086888-5121, info@bangkokselfstorage.com
DESIGN2U: A full-service web design company
which focuses on customer satisfaction.
Professional and fluent in both web design and
English.
DISCOUNT: 10% off web design.
CONTACT: Tel: 089-748-1073 or
081-488-9698, contact@design2u.biz
STEPHANIE BRETON PHOTOGRAPHY:
DISCOUNT: An exclusive discount of 10% + 1
free A5 impression on her 2 bundle packages
(Newborn portrait and Family shooting), with
additional printing packages on demand (cards,
calendars, etc.). Each of her bundle packages can
be upgraded to fit your needs.
CONTACT: Tel: 086-386-2245,
info@stephaniebreton.com, FB: www.facebook.
com/BKKSphotography or
www.stephaniebreton.com
WHO AM I ASTROLOGY WITH VICTORIA
DAVIS:
DISCOUNT: ฿500 off comprehensive and
predictive Astrology Consultation
CONTACT: Victoria Davis, Tel: 064-5720118, victoria@whoamiastrology.com, www.
whoamiastrology.com, FB: WhoAmIAstrology, IG:
whoamiastrology

PARENT SUPPORT
ALESSANDRA MARAZZI RODEL, PCI
CERTIFIED PARENT COACH: Take part in an
energizing process that leverages the parent/
family’s strengths and resources to find solutions to
everyday parenting challenges. Alessandra also
offers parent education workshops integrating
relevant research, coaching approach and group
interactions. Coaching may take place in person
or via Skype.
DISCOUNT: 10% discount to BAMBI members on
standard coaching and workshop fees.
CONTACT: Alessandra, 081-424-4220 or
parentcoach.alessandra@gmail.com
KIDS HOME & FAMILY SERVICES:
Nanny, maid and babysitting services.
DISCOUNT: 10% BAMBI discount for hourly rate
and daily babysitting services. ฿1,000 discount
for the first month of monthly babysitting services.
CONTACT: Khun Jin, Tel: 02-656-7024/5, www.
thaikidshome.com

KIIDU:
DISCOUNT: 10% discount for membership fee for
full-time nannies/maids, and 5% discount for ondemand nannies/maid.
CONTACT: 63 Bangkok Ekkamai, 1323/2,
Sukhumvit Rd. Watthana, Bangkok 10110. Tel:
097-234-8490/ 097-246-8423. www.kiidu.com
PARENT-IT-FORWARD: Creatively support and
enhance your personal parenting journey with a
PCI-Certified Parent Coach; re-connect with your
parenting voice and achieve greater joy, peace
and fulfillment in your parenting.
DISCOUNT: 15% discount when working together
with a coach
CONTACT: megha@parent-it-forward.com,
www.parent-it-forward.com
SUPPORT FOR MOMS AND EXPAT
WOMEN: Professional development and career
coaching with Tatiana Skovoronskaia, ICF ACC
Erickson Professional Coach. Achieving your goal
and finding your professional way. Tatiana is a
personal- and professional-development coach,
who helps expat women to change their life for
the better.
DISCOUNT: 30% on individual coaching session,
25% on group sessions and coaching program
CONTACT: Tatiana, Tel: 080-566-1026; Email:
tvsk@inbox.ru; yourway.tilda.ws;
Facebook: @prof.develop

PARTY SUPPLIES &
ENTERTAINMENT
BOUNCY CASTLE: Inflatable bouncy castle for
rent. Suitable for children’s party. Cleaned and
sanitized regularly. Rate is ฿3,500 and upwards,
inclusive of transportation and setup.
DISCOUNT: ฿500 (or about 14% for the least
expensive castle)
CONTACT: Cheng, Tel: 081-869-0566

SHOPPING
ENGINOU (PLAY & LEARN):
DISCOUNT: 15% off all merchandise purchased
at the physical stores, Wireless and Thong Lo, or
online, with the code bambionly, with minimum
purchase of ฿1,000.
CONTACT: 3rd Floor, All Seasons Place, CRC
Tower, Wireless Road, or The Commons, Thong
Lo Soi 17, 2nd Fl. Play Yard, Klongtoey Nua. Tel:
081-989-0820, enginou.com
GOOD FIND SHOP: ORIGINAL GIFTS FOR
LITTLE PEOPLE: Imported educational toys, arts
and crafts and products for kids by well-known US
brands.
DISCOUNT: 15% discount (excluding promotional
items)
CONTACT: Blue Hut on Sukhumvit Soi 38, Tel:
081-817-3114, goodfindgoodfind@gmail.com,
www.Good-Find.com
NICK & NISHKA (KIDS CONCEPT STORE):
DISCOUNT: 15% off all merchandise on minimum
purchase of ฿1,000 (excluding promotional items).
Shop online at www.nickandnishka.com and use
the code BAMBIONLY at checkout.
CONTACT: For appointments to view collection,
orders or queries, email info@nickandnishka.
com or send a message via: IG: www.instagram.
com/nickandnishka, FB: www.facebook.com/
nickandnishka, LINE: @nickandnishka; Tel: 097106-0226
SUPERYARD THAILAND: Safe, non-toxic,
portable indoor-outdoor play-yard made in the
USA. It’s foldable, and a versatile design, being

For businesses in the Pattaya area, please contact bambi_pattaya@bambiweb.org.
size- and shape-adjustable. Suitable for children
aged 6 months-2 years+. Authorized North States
Superyard dealer in Thailand.
DISCOUNT: Extra 20% off on top of clearance
sale price for all North States safety gates and
extra 10% off for Superyard play yards. Shop
online at www.cheap.co.th or drop by the office in
the Silom area.
CONTACT: Tel: 081-668-0303, sales@cheap.co.th

TRAVEL
BEACHFRONT: Child-friendly, 3-bedroom
holiday rental in Rayong. Fully-equipped condo
(170sqm) for short-term rental, 1km from the
Novotel Rim Pae on a tranquil, palm-lined stretch
of coast in Rayong Province.
DISCOUNT: 10% reduction or ฿350 discount on
the nightly rate of ฿3,500
CONTACT: Margo, Tel:+084-525-4105,
beachrayong@gmail.com or www.beachrayong.com
SAMET VIEW BEACH HOUSE: Family-friendly
holiday house (330sqm). Easily accommodating
2 small families, this house is surrounded by lush
tropical gardens and is situated on the stunning
Rim Pae Beach.
DISCOUNT: 10% off daily rate (discount is
exclusive to family bookings only)
CONTACT: Tel: 089-129-6494, www.sametview.
com or info@sametview.com
TRAVEL EASY ASIA: Not your average city
guide. Our sets are small and compact, concise,
durable and bilingual. Just show and go.
DISCOUNT: ฿200 off 3 or more TEA City Cards;
10% discount (฿45) on individual TEA City Cards
- Bangkok
CONTACT: Tel: 080-909-5131, www.
traveleasyasia.com or info@traveleasyasia.com

PATTAYA AREA
BEAUTY
ESTHER BEAUTY & WELLNESS CENTRE:
Facial massage & spa treatment, hair cut, care,
style and treatment, along with nail spa, manicure
& pedicure with qualified, English-speaking stylists.
Servicing ladies & gents. Also has beauty &
whitening products.
DISCOUNT: 10% off for all services
LOCATION: 124/139 South Pattaya (behind
Tamar Bakery at Pattaya 3rd Road – use this for GPS)
CONTACT: Ruth, Tel: 090-983-2947,
LINE: ruth155

EDUCATION
SECONDHAND ENGLISH BOOKS FOR
KIDS: Children’s books, imported from the UK,
new and secondhand. Over 3,000 books to
choose from, for 1 year of age up to teenagers.
A mix of everything, educational, story books,
touch and feel, characters such as Peppa Pig and
Disney. Also can post anywhere in Thailand.
DISCOUNT: 5% off any books purchased
LOCATION: 34/16 SP5 Village, Moo.2,
Prompranimit Road, Nongprue, Banglamung,
Chonburi, 20150.
CONTACT: Tel: 086-363-1458 or 094-442-3646
(Thai), Email: boagluke@mail.com,
FB: secondhandenglishbooksforkids

FOOD
MISS T’S CUPCAKES: Enjoy a cupcake or two
with their signature coffees or tea at the downstairs
coffee shop, or 2nd floor where your children can
play in a designated play area with toys & books
to read, while mummy & daddy relax in a cosy
atmosphere.
DISCOUNT: Buy 2 cupcakes get 1 free; or
kids baking classes normal price ฿750, BAMBI
member ฿500 (see website for timings of the
cooking classes).
CONTACT: 66/20 Pornprapanimit Moo 7, Soi
Siam Road (near to KULL BAR & Apartment and
Princess Saloon, before Planet Football). Tel/LINE
ID: 091-795-7040, FB: MissTsCupcakesThailand,
IG: misstscakecreations, misstscupcakes@gmail.
com, www.misstscupcakes.com.
SUNNY’S RESTAURANT & BAR: Three
distinct restaurants within one venue: an Isaanstyle outdoor BBQ for the most authentic somtam
south of Isaan; a sports bar with great selection of
pub food and selection of draught beer; and the
steakhouse. Kids can run free and play in the safe
enclosed outdoor and indoor play area, or swim
at the kid’s pool.
DISCOUNT: 10 % off your bill for your whole family
CONTACT: Soi Map Yai lia 24 between Soi
Neunplabwan and Soi Khao Noi. FITNESS
SELF DEFENSE PATTAYA: Learn to defend
yourself. Overcome your fears. Get in shape.
Be more confident in yourself. Learn punch
techniques, release from various grabs and
strangulation, psychological preparation &
physical endurance.
DISCOUNT: First class free, 20% off all classes
(class fee ฿300 per person)
CONTACT: Oleg, Tel/LINE: 095-404-0060.
Studio at Jomtien: Jomtien École Française School
Chayapruek 1, Soi 4; or Joymax Studio Playground
(Soi Siam Road). Private lessons also can be
provided at your residence or chosen location.
PATTAYA FITCLUB: Tone up, burn fat & sweat
to keep fit & healthy. Learn about good nutrition
and good eating habits, or start with a nutrition
program with a certified wellness coach. Morning,
evening & weekend classes; zumba, yoga (adult &
baby-n-mum group), kickboxing, TABATA HIIT and
gym workout with a personal trainer available.
Your little ones can play in a child-friendly,
carpeted play area inside the studio. Book a free
body fat scan and evaluation.
DISCOUNT: First class free for zumba or TABATA
HIIT, 10% for all other classes
CONTACT: JOYMAX & FUN Gym at Soi Siam
area, other locations available. Shinta, Tel/LINE:
098-402-1693, FB: PattayaFitclub. Check our
updates for schedules of classes & location.

HEALTH
BANGKOK PATTAYA HOSPITAL: A premier
tertiary healthcare provider, dedicated to
international quality and customer focused care.
We are the first hospital in the Eastern Region with
all the technologies equivalent to those used in the
major hospitals in Bangkok.
DISCOUNT:
Outpatient: 10% off on pharmaceutical items,
general dentistry; 5% for prosthodontics treatment.
In-patient: 10% off for in-patient room rate (exclude
ICU, CCU and NICU), pharmaceutical items.
Remarks: For cash payment only. Excludes all
types of vaccination/special medicines and
medical investigation equipment (laboratory work,
x-ray, CT, ultrasound) or doctor fee. For self-pay

only and cannot be used with personal health
insurance or other promotional campaign, special
discount, etc.
CONTACT: Tel: 038-259-999
HEALTH & NUTRITION: Have your breakfast
as a shake, a healthy meal in a glass with a
balanced Herbalife cellular nutrition. Great for
busy mum & toddler fussy eaters. Will help with
healthy weight management, lose weight, tone up,
or just to be healthy. Servicing all over Thailand by
post, or have your wellness check at the shop.
DISCOUNT: 25% off VIP Package. Receive a half
pack of low-calorie protein bars for every order.
Free body fat scan & evaluation (please book
appointment).
LOCATION: 124/139 South Pattaya (behind
Tamar Bakery at Pattaya 3rd Road – use this for GPS).
CONTACT: Shinta, Herbalife Ind. Distributor,
Tel/LINE: 098-402-1693
HEALTHUT: Providing all your organic & vegan
food nutrition services under one roof. Super
food powder, probiotic, kefir drinks & homemade
cottage cheese.
DISCOUNT: 10%, up to 15% off on superfoods,
probiotic beverages and healthy snacks
CONTACT: 206/118 Soi Town in Town, Central
Road, Pattaya Klang, next to Harbor Mall, or
order online. Manee, Tel: 099-391-5664, www.
healthut.com, info@healthut.com. Servicing all over
Thailand, check website for product range.

MISCELLANEOUS
THAI BUSINESS HELP: Visa applications &
renewals, visa run, 90 day report, extensions,
company setup, work permit application &
renewal, annual audit, social security & tax,
accounting, bookkeeping.
DISCOUNT: 10% discount.
CONTACT: Tel: 089-543-4424,
save@thaibusinesshelp.com and
www.thaibusinesshelp.com

SHOPPING
THE PARTY SHOP: Carries an extensive
range of party and novelty items from balloons,
party poppers, party hats, banners, fancy dress
costumes, party plates, piñatas and toys. The
Party Shop can also arrange magicians, clowns,
face painting, jumping castles and rides for your
party – call or come in for a chat to discuss your
next event.
DISCOUNT: 10% off everything in store
CONTACT: Welcome Town off Pattaya
Klang. Khun Saa, Tel: 091-206-1316, FB:
ThePartyShopThailand.
TOM K JUST BE ABSOLUT JEWELLERY:
A European jewelry designer. Handmade
exclusive fine jewelry, unique pieces or
customer designs made in traditional goldsmith
workmanship. Private showroom; can offer private
jewels events at customer side.
DISCOUNT: 10% discount on non-sales or
promotion items. Showroom, jewels events: Host
gets 15 % on non-sales or promotion items,
advance booking required. Fairs, bazaars: please
send email or find updates in Facebook.
CONTACT: clientservices@absolutstylish.com,
IG: tomk_just_be, FB: TOMKJustbe.
Would you like to offer special promotions
to our members? Please email us at
benefits@bambiweb.org. For businesses
in the Pattaya area, please
contact bambi_pattaya@bambiweb.org.
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SUPPORT GROUPS
Pre- and Post-Natal Support
Breastfeeding Support - Meena
Sobsamai: Australian-trained childbirth
educator and lactation consultant.
Contact: 081-776-9391, sobsamai@
yahoo.com. Languages: English & Thai.
Breastfeeding Café Bangkok:
BCB is a breastfeeding support group
– a place where women can meet,
encourage and support each other with
breastfeeding issues. BFC meets every
Thursday, 9:30-11:30am, in the upstairs
space of Dandelion Cafe, 919 Sukhumvit
Road, at BTS Thong Lo between Sukhumvit
Soi 49 and 51. There will be a lacto
doula present who can offer advice and
individual support if required. For more
information please email bkkbfcafe@
gmail.com. Facebook page: Bangkok
Breastfeeding Café.
Bumps and Babies Bangkok: For
pregnant women, new mothers and their
babies, Bumps and Babies hold regular
presentations on topics pertaining to
pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding and
the postpartum period. Bumps and Babies
is also home to the BAMBI library with
many titles available to rent. A TENS
machine hire is also available. The group
meets every Wednesday except the
second Wednesday of the month, 9:3011:30am at Antique Café (Soi Sawatdi 1,
off Sukhumvit 31); and every 1st and 3rd
Sunday of the month, 9:30am-12 noon,
at Steps at Theera (29/8 Ekkamai Soi
10, Sukhumvit 63). Suggested donation
is ฿100 for BAMBI members and ฿300
for non-members. For more info and to be
added to the Bumps mailing list for details
of forthcoming sessions, please contact
Fran on bumpsassist2@bambiweb.org.
Postnatal Support Group New
Moon: For all mothers and babies.
The New Moon Team are there to
support the transition into parenthood
through providing a supportive and
non-judgemental environment to share
birth experiences and feelings about
motherhood. Meetings include a mixture
of structured sessions with topics related to
evidence-based postnatal and baby care,
and some informal sessions. Tuesdays,
9:30-11:30am. Antique Café, Soi
Sawatdi 1, off Sukhumvit 31. Suggested
donation is ฿100 for BAMBI members
and ฿300 for non-members. For more
info please contact Emma on bumps@
bambiweb.org.
Doulas in Bangkok: If you are
pregnant and have questions about birth
in Bangkok, need recommendations
for doctors, hospitals and other care
providers, or if you are considering
hiring a doula, come and meet some
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of Bangkok’s doulas at "Choices in
Childbirth," a free informal gathering on
the fourth Saturday of each month, 10am1 pm at Kuppa, Sukhumvit 16.
For more information, visit
www.facebook.com/bangkokdoulas
or email Rasee Govindani,
doularasee@gmail.com.
• Erin Kannon: Midwife, doula,
breastfeeding consultant, childbirth
educator. Contact:
erinkannon@hotmail.com,
www.bangkokbirthbeyond.com
*

Iasnaia Maximo: Birth and
postpartum doula. Contact: info@
maedoula.com, www.maedoula.com

*

Rasee Govindani: Certified
birth doula, postpartum doula, and
childbirth educator. Thai-speaking.
Contact: doularasee@gmail.com,
www.doularasee.com

Fertility Support Group
This is a monthly group for those who
wish to discuss fertility matters. The
aim of the group is to create a meeting
place to chat and share experiences,
and to offer support in a non-medical
framework. The group meets at 10am on
the first Tuesday of every month at D’ark
restaurant and cafe in Sukhumvit 49.
For more information email namaste@
namastenicolai.com. There’s also a secret
group on Facebook: IVF Bangkok. To join,
please email namaste@namastenicolai.
com with your Facebook link, or send a
Facebook message to Namaste Nicolai.

Parenting
Adoption Support For Families
In Thailand
There are many people in Bangkok who
are adopting or have adopted a child.
For more information please contact
Amanda Degler via the group’s Facebook
page, ‘Adoption Support For Families In
Thailand’.
Bangkok Area Homeschool
Network Group
If you are interested in homeschooling
your child(ren) you can find many
network groups on Facebook. For more
information please contact Adeline Mills
at adeline.mills1@gmail.com.
Bangkok Babywearing Club
This group aims to help parents and
children learn and celebrate the joys of
babywearing. You are welcome to try
on slings from our sling library or get
one-on-one help. For more information
please contact Cari Chou: bangkok.

babywearing.club@gmail.com.
Visit the Facebook page for updates on
gatherings: Bangkok Babywearing Club.
Compassionate Friends
A support group for parents and other
family members who have lost a child or
children either post- or prenatally. This
group is run by a couple who have lost
children and aim to provide a space
where affected family members can
share and discuss the grief they are
experiencing. For more information please
contact Nicole Lasas on 085-240-3803 or
luluanator@gmail.com, or Gregor Former
on nibbol@gmail.com.
International Parenting Network (IPN)
This is a parenting networking
organization based in Bangkok, offering
a wide range of parenting support
services to parents and childcare
professionals through events, seminars
and workshops. IPN provides parents
with family-based resources, learning
opportunities, and effective techniques
and strategies designed to support the
raising of well-balanced children. For
more information visit www.ipnthailand.
com, call 081-826-2399 or 093-1129814, or email ipn@ipnthailand.com.
Nutrition Café
Nutrition Café is for parents with babies
and children of all age groups, that are
seeking help in coping with their child’s
nutrition, eating behavior or disorder,
to exchange experiences and get free
advice in a relaxed atmosphere. Nutrition
Café takes place every 1st Saturday of
the month between 10-12am at Steps with
Theera in Ekamai and is held by nutrition
specialists Anne Berends and Karin Biran.
For more information, visit Nutrition Cafe
on Facebook or contact: Anne Berends
(Nutrition, Sensory and Eating Behavior
Scientist), Anne.christina.berends@
gmail.com, and Karin Biran (Nutritionist
B.Sc MA.N, Eating Disorder Specialist),
Karinrai@gmail.com.
Parenting Support Group
Alessandra Rodel, Parent Coach,
hosts informal get togethers to discuss
parenting and challenges. The group
will cover any topic that may be of
interest to parents of children 0-8 years
of age, such as: bonding, discipline,
play, school advocacy, cognitive/
social/emotional development, routines,
motivation, time management, etc. If
there's demand for other age groups,
please let Alessandra know. Sessions
are held Fridays, 10:00-11:30am,
every two weeks (check schedule on
Facebook: www.facebook.com/BangkokParenting-With-Coach-Alessandra-Support-

There are a range of support groups in Thailand, which are run independently of BAMBI. Most are open to everyone, some
ask a small donation and/or some ask for a reservation. Please contact the respective groups for more information.
Group-535086600006703), at Little
Pea Cafe, The Commons, Thonglor 17.
Contact: ParentCoach.Alessandra@gmail.
com. Please confirm your participation at
least 2 days in advance.
Pattaya BAMBI Group
If you live in the Pattaya/Rayong area
and are keen to meet other BAMBI
members, please contact the team at
bambi_pattaya@bambiweb.org.
Single Parents Support Group
Are you a single parent who would like
to meet other single parents in Bangkok?
Please join our weekly coffee morning.
Depending on the ages of the children,
playdates can be organised as well. We
meet on Tuesday or Thursday mornings at
the Starbucks in Sukhumvit Soi 23.
For more information please contact
Sakshi at sakshi.r@gmail.com. Fathers
and mothers are all welcome!
TWINS and Multiples Group
This group provides support and contacts
for parents who have, or are expecting,
twins or multiples. There’s also a weekly
playgroup and a monthly dinner. The
group is not just for English-speaking
parents, they can provide support in
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Thai, etc.
For more information please contact
Jessica Pelham on 089-685-9615 or
jessicapelham@yahoo.com, or look for the
Facebook page: Bangkok Twins Group.
Parents’ Nights Out
Open to all busy parents—working in
and out of home—WOMBLES meets on
the last Tuesday of each month for a night
out, including dinner and a fun activity
around Bangkok. If you’re looking to
try something new, expand your social
network and meet other moms for some
evening downtime sans kids, come join
the monthly get togethers. For more info
please email wombles@bambiweb.org,

or check out further details on the BAMBI
Facebook page www.facebook.com/
BAMBIBangkok

Special Needs
LEAP (Learning and Educational
Advocacy Program)
This group serves as a point of contact for
parents in need of support, referrals and
information concerning their children’s
special needs, including learning
disabilities, developmental delays,
sensory integration and autism.
For further information email
leapbangkok@gmail.com.
Rainbow Room - A Special Needs
Awareness Center
This is a group of parents, family and
friends of individuals with developmental
and behavioral special needs, who come
together to raise positive awareness
by offering information, education,
empowerment and encouragement
through a “parent-to-parent” model.
Meetings for parents of children with
Down's Syndrome held every 4th
Wednesday of the month; meeting for
parents of children with autism, every
2nd Thursday of the month. An inclusive
playgroup is held every 2nd and 4th
Saturday of the month, at 11/13 Thonglor
25 Sukhumvit 55 Wattana, Bangkok
10110 Thailand. For further information
and to RSVP, please contact The Rainbow
Room on 02-023-2396 or www.facebook.
com/specialrainbow.

please contact info@dyslexiainthailand.
com or visit www.dyslexiainthailand.com.
Any queries will be forwarded to qualified
specialised ‘Orton Gillingham’ teachers
(there are only three in Thailand) who will
be able to assist the parents or arrange
a meeting.

Support to Women
Beyond Boobs
Founded by two breast cancer survivors,
Beyond Boobs offers information and
support to breast cancer fighters and
survivors in Bangkok. The group hosts
monthly support group meetings. For more
information, please see www.facebook.
com/beyondboobsbangkok or email
beyondboobsbangkok@gmail.com.
Bangkok Breast Cancer Support
Group (BBCS)
This group aims to provide personal
attention as well as mental and emotional
support to women who have been
diagnosed with breast cancer. BBCS
holds a weekly clinic at BNH Hospital to
support women diagnosed with breast
cancer, and conducts outreach programs.
Monthly meetings are held every third
Thursday of the month at 10.00am at
their office at the Queen Sirikit Center,
Basement Level, Chulalongkorn Hospital,
1873 Rama IV Road. For more info, email
bangkokbreastcancer@gmail.com and
bkkbreastcancer@gmail.com, call 02-2564991~2, ext. 1026 or 085-908-8002,
and www.bangkokbreastcancer.com.

Support Group for Parents with
Dyslexic Children
This is a support group for parents with
children who are struggling with reading,
writing and spelling or those who are
dyslexic. Dyslexia in Thailand provides
information, support and solutions to the
families of children who are struggling
with dyslexia. For further information

To send in any updates or
corrections to the listing
details, please contact
chairwoman@bambiweb.org.

TENS Machines for Hire
The BAMBI Bumps and Babies team are now offering a
TENS Machine Rental Service.
TENS or transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation offers a drug-free
alternative to conventional pain relief in labour.
Rental is available from 37th week of pregnancy for a maximum 35-day
period. Cost: ฿400, plus a ฿1,500 refundable security deposit. Hire is
subject to terms and conditions.
For more information, please contact bumps@bambiweb.org.
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Playgroup and Activity Listings
BAMBI holds regular playgroups and activities around town, open to both BAMBI members and non-members. Please always check BAMBI’s online calendar
before setting out, as our playgroups are run by volunteers and are occasionally subject to last–minute cancellations. Before going to a non–BAMBI playgroup,
please contact the school/venue to confirm that it is open and the playgroup is running. We would love some help with our playgroups and activities, so please
volunteer if you have some time to spare at your favourite group. It’s easier and more rewarding than you think to get involved. Contact either playgroups@
bambiweb.org or activities@bambiweb.org, or if you are in Pattaya, bambi_pattaya@bambiweb.org. Thank you!

BAMBI PLAYGROUPS
BAMBI playgroups are characterized by free
play, and the use of school toys and playgrounds. The donation per family for all BAMBI
playgroups is ฿100 for members and ฿300 for
non-members, except where otherwise noted.
New Members’ Coffee Mornings are free.
You can join or renew your membership at our
playgroups and there is no need to reserve a
spot—please just come along!

NEW MEMBERS’ COFFEE MORNING: Last Wednes-

day of the month, 9:30–11am. This is a free
session for new members to come along, make
new friends and find out more about BAMBI
and living in Bangkok. Please check for details
on the BAMBI Facebook page. For more info,
contact: newmembers@bambiweb.org. 最近入会
された方・入会を検討されてる方のために、毎月最後の水曜
日午前９時半から１１時に開催。お子さんもご一緒にどうぞ。
入場料無料、当日の入会も受け付けています。日本語でのお問
い合わせもOKです。

SATHORN / YEN AKART / SILOM
BAMBI SATHORN PLAYGROUP: Every second
Monday of the month, 10am-12pm. For children
aged 0-5. Held at La Petite Ecole, a Reggioinspired innovative school. The space is divided
into learning centres: reading area, clay and
playdough area, musical area, water play area,
mud kitchen, and grocery shop. Outdoors, there
is a sand pit, sensory garden and path, and gross
motor skills trail. Most activities are held in the
expansive garden and covered veranda. There’s
plenty of shade but we recommend that you bring
hats along. Light snack and water provided for
the children. La Petite Ecole, 27/5 Soi Yen Akat
2/1 Sathorn Yannawa. NO PARKING available.
Donation per family: ฿100 for members and
฿300 for non-members. For more info please
contact: sathornplaygroup@bambiweb.org.
SATHORN SMALL WORLD BABY PLAYGROUP:

Tuesday, 9:30-11:30am. BAMBI’s dedicated
playgroup for babies, rollers crawlers and waddlers. Come along and have fun on the floor and
make new friends. This relaxed playgroup is a
great way to socialize with your baby in a fun,
stimulating and supportive environment, whilst
giving mummies the opportunity to make friends
and have a much needed coffee. Donation per
family: ฿100 for BAMBI members and ฿300
for non-members. Jumping Bean Cafe, 170/21
Soi Suan Phlu, Sathorn. Parking is very limited.
For more information, email playgroups@bambiweb.org.

BAMBI LITTLE BIRDS: Thursday, 9:30am11:30am. For children aged 0-5. Experience
our water and sun playgroup at the fabulous
Blue Parrot Cafe. Feel like you are at a resort
far way from Bangkok. There’s a swimming
pool and plenty of Plan Toys in the play area
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for children of various ages. Snack for children
and water, tea, coffee is provided. During and
after the playgroup, BAMBI members get 10% off
all drinks and food orders, so you can stay and
enjoy lunch while the children continue to play.
Blue Parrot Cafe, 50 Sathorn Soi 10, Sathorn.
Nearest BTS Chong Nonsi is a 5 minutes’ walk.
Donation per family: ฿100 for members and
฿300 for non-members. For more info please
contact: littlebirdsplaygroup.bambi@gmail.com.

SUKHUMVIT - CENTRAL: ASOKE (SOI 21) TO
EKKAMAI (SOI 63)
BAMBI NOVOTOTS: Monday, 10am-12pm. For

garten, 9/4 Ekkamai Soi 4, Sukhumvit Soi 63.
No need to register, just walk in. Donation per
family: ฿100 for BAMBI members, ฿300 for
non-BAMBI members. For any questions, please
contact playgroupassist@bambiweb.org.

SMALL WORLD BABY PLAYGROUP: Thursday, 9:30

–11:30am. BAMBI’s dedicated playgroup for
babies, rollers and crawlers. Come along and
have fun on the floor and make new friends. This
relaxed playgroup is a great way to socialize
with your baby in a fun stimulating and supportive environment, whilst giving mummies the
opportunity to make friends and have a much
needed coffee. Donation per family: ฿100 for
BAMBI members and ฿300 for non-members.
Antique Café, Soi Sawasdee 1, Sukhumvit Soi
31. Parking is very limited at the venue, which is
a 10-min. walk from BTS Asoke or Phrom Phong,
or MRT Sukhumvit. For more information, email
playgroups@bambiweb.org.

children aged 0-5. BAMBI’S first playgroup at
a hotel in Bangkok! With two pools, the 55cmdeep toddler pool and regular pool, there is
plenty of space for parents and kids to play
together. Novotel provides towels for use during
the playgroup. Shower and change facilities
available. The activities room is air-conditioned
and suitable for non-walkers and older toddlers.
There will be circle time, snacks for children,
water and coffee. If you would like to stay and
have lunch, a heavy discount is available to playgroup attendees for the lunch buffet. Donation
per family: ฿100 for BAMBI members and ฿300
for non-members. Novotel Bangkok Sukhumvit
20, 19/9 Soi Sukhumvit 20. Free parking at
hotel and free hotel shuttle to entrance of Soi
18. Please contact playgroupassist@bambiweb.
org for more details.

BAMBI SUKHUMVIT 31 PLAYGROUP: Friday,
10am-12pm. For children aged 0-5. Please come
along for sand play, a cool gym playroom, fun
garden, some snacks and circle time with other
kids and mothers. The First Steps International
Pre-school, 58/2 Sukhumvit Soi 31, Yaek 4.
Close to BTS Phrom Phong; shuttle bus service
is provided. Donation per family: ฿100 for
members and ฿300 for non-members. Please
contact suk31playgroup@bambiweb.org for
more details.

BAMBI SAWATDI PLAYGROUP: Tuesday, 9:30-

ASOKE SMALL WORLD BABY PLAYGROUP: Friday,

11:30am. For children aged 0-5. This is a
friendly and relaxed stay-and-play with a soft
and outdoor play area, circle time with songs,
and snacks. The IPC International Kindergarten,
Sukhumvit Soi 31. Donation per family: ฿100
for members and ฿300 for non-members. Please
contact sawatdiplaygroup@bambiweb.org for
more details.

BAMBI EKKAMAI PLAYGROUP: Thursday, 9:30-

11:30am. For children aged 0-5. A weekly
welcome song will be followed by a free-play
playgroup with snack. The last 15 minutes of
the session is dedicated to singing/story time.
Bright Skies International School has a huge
and nice indoor space for kids of different ages
and a leafy garden setting outside. Bright Skies
International School: House 11, Ekkamai Soi 6,
Sukhumvit Soi 63. Car park available at Big C,
near the school in Soi 6. No need to register, just
walk-in. Donation per family: ฿100 for BAMBI
members, ฿300 for non-BAMBI members. For
any questions, please contact ekkamaiplaygroup@bambiweb.org.

BAMBI OISCATOTS PLAYGROUP: Thursday,

9:30–11:30am. For children aged 0-5. Storytelling by a teacher, dedicated craft time and
singing/circle time. Dress up costumes, indoor
play areas as well as large outdoor play area.
Snacks provided. OISCA International Kinder-

10am-12pm. BAMBI’s dedicated playgroup for
babies, rollers, crawlers and waddlers. Come
along and have fun on the floor and make new
friends. This relaxed playgroup is a great way
to socialize with your baby in a fun, stimulating
and supportive environment, whilst giving mummies the opportunity to make friends and have
a much needed coffee. Snacks, tea, coffee and
water are provided. Donation per family: ฿100
for BAMBI members and ฿300 for non-members.
The Best Beginning, Interchange 21 (Citibank),
Basement 2, Sukhumvit Soi 21. Building is connected to Asoke BTS and MRT with lift access
for prams. Free parking for 2 hours. For more
information, email playgroups@bambiweb.org.

DADDY’S PLAYGROUP: Please always check

the dates on BAMBI’s online calendar. Some
Saturdays, 9:30 - 11:30am. Daddy’s playgroup
for dads and their 0- to 5-year-olds! The school
has huge and nice indoor space for kids of different ages and a leafy garden setting outside.
Donation per family: ฿100 for members and
฿300 for non-members. No need to register, just
walk-in. Please show your BAMBI or ID card at
the entrance. Bright Skies International School,
House 11, Ekkamai Soi 6, Sukhumvit Soi 63.
Car park available at Big C, 100m from the
school. If you have any questions please email
daddysplaygroup@bambiweb.org.

SUKHUMVIT - END (BANG NA, SAMUT PRAKARN)
BAMBI BEARING PLAYGROUP: Fridays, 9:15-

11:15am. Located within the purpose-built
Early Years Education Centre in the tranquil
suburban surroundings of St Andrews International School Sukhumvit 107 (accessed from
the Sukhumvit 107 entrance), enjoy free play
and create a freestyle masterpiece in our arts
corner. There is access to the outdoor play
area with bicycles, sandpit and trampoline,
finishing up with story-time and songs. The
school entrance is located less than 200m from
BTS Bearing. Donation per family: ฿100 for
members and ฿300 for non-members. If you
have any questions please email standrews107
@bambiweb.org.

PATTAYA
BAMBI PATTAYA PLAYGROUP & COFFEE MORNING:

If you live in the Pattaya/Rayong area and are
keen to meet other pregnant women or mothers
with babies and toddlers, please join us:
First and third Monday of the month, 10am12pm. We have morning tea by the fantastic
kids pool area and there are plenty of pool toys,
so please bring swimwear for your child (and
yourself if you like). Towels are provided and the
donation includes light snacks and beverages.
Holiday Inn, No. 1 Beach Road, Pattaya.
Second and fourth Monday of the month,
9:30am-12pm. BAMBINI group for newborn and
babies up to 18 months. At Miss T’s Cupcakes,
66/20 Porn Prapa Nimit, Moo 7, Pattaya City.
For more info please contact bambipattaya2014@gmail.com.

BAMBI ACTIVITIES FOR OLDER CHILDREN
BAMBI Activities provide kids (please check each
activity for age range) with opportunities for new
experiences and ways to develop their social
and communication skills in an international
environment. The aim of the activities is to be fun
while enhancing the healthy development of children’s bodies and minds. Suggested donations
are listed with each activity. Activities require
advance registration. We always welcome new
ideas and volunteers. Feel free to contact us at
activities@bambiweb.org.

BAMBI FOOTBALL: For children aged 3-8. The 1st

Monday of the month, 3:45-5:15pm. This activity
is designed by Kiddy Kicks football coaches to
be fun and active. With a coach for the younger
kids and another for the older kids, children 3-8
years old will enjoy practicing new soccer skills
in SP International Kindergarten’s covered play
area. Donation per family: ฿200 for BAMBI
members, ฿400 for non-members. Seeh Phinong
International Kindergarten, Thong Lor Soi 17,
Klongton Nuea. Nearest BTS: Thonglor. Please
register at activities@bambiweb.org.

YOGA ADVENTURES: For children aged 4-8. The
3rd Monday of the month, 3:30-5pm. Yoga
Adventures with Angeli will introduce basic yoga
postures and concepts in a fun and interactive
way. Kids will build strength, flexibility, body
awareness and confidence, as well as develop-

ing their creativity and self-expression through
moving, stretching, breathing, relaxing and
playing yoga games. Please wear comfortable
clothing. Angeli is a certified Rainbow Kids Yoga
teacher. Donation per family: ฿200 for BAMBI
members ฿400 for non-members. rumPUREE
– world dance studio (Asok), 2nd Fl, Jasmine
City Bldg., Sukhumvit Soi 23. Nearest BTS:
Asok, MRT: Sukhumvit. Parking free 3hrs. Please
register at activities@bambiweb.org.

IMAGINATION LAND: For children aged 5-8. The
last Monday of the month, 3:30-5pm. Explore
the world of drama, music, and stories. Join
us on a magical journey in Imagination Land.
Together we will read and create stories using
imagination, crafts, and music. Every month our
adventure is based on a new book or story where
kids play fun and educational games, sing songs,
and work together solving problems to reach
our destination. Donation per family: ฿200 for
BAMBI members, ฿400 for non-members. Bistro
33 Sukhumvit Soi 33 Nearest BTS: Phrom Phong.
Please register at activities@bambiweb.org.
DANCE MOVES: For children aged 5-8. The last

Thursday of the month, 3:30-5pm. Kids can
dance! Every month kids will discover a different style of dance and learn how to express
themselves through movement to music. Jazz,
Contemporary, Hip Hop, Latin, and Zumba
kids are just some of the creative dance moves
the rumPUREE dance instructors will introduce.
Donation per family: ฿200 for BAMBI members
฿400 for non-members. rumPUREE – world
dance studio (Asok), 2nd Fl, Jasmine City Bldg.,
Sukhumvit Soi 23. Nearest BTS: Asok, MRT:
Sukhumvit. Parking free 3hrs. Please register at
activities@bambiweb.org.

NON-BAMBI PLAYGROUPS
Non-BAMBI playgroups are run by the school,
not BAMBI volunteers, and are mostly structured where the school/center organizes some
activities for the participants. Flash your BAMBI
card and receive a discount at the following
playgroups. Please check with schools directly
for any changes or queries before attending.
Some of these playgroups require reservation.
There are more non-BAMBI playgroups listed
on the BAMBI website and BAMBI’s Facebook
page. Don’t forget to check them out!
Schools who would like to add their playgroup to this listing and our website, or update
their details: please contact playgroups
@bambiweb.org.

SATHORN / YEN AKART / SILOM
GARDEN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL: Monday, 2:30-

3:30pm. Ages 8 months to 2 years. Activities
include arts and crafts, circle time, singing and
movement and having fun! Cost: Free. Garden
International School, 34/3-4 Yen Akart Road,
Sathorn. For more info please contact: Khun Pang
on 02-249-1880 or info@gardenbangkok.com;
www.gardenbangkok.com.

SHREWSBURY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL: First and

third Wednesday of the month during term time,
1:15-3:15pm. Please call the school to check the
schedule. For children aged 1-3 years. Make full
use of the Early Years indoor and outdoor environment, and enjoy art and craft activities, sand
and messy play, books, music, construction as
well as water play in the Splash Pool. Storytime
and sing-along sessions led by Early Years staff.
Refreshments and snacks provided for children
and parents. Cost: ฿300 per child, ฿100 per
child for BAMBI members. Shrewsbury International School, 1922 Charoen Krung Road,
Wat Phrayakrai. Free shuttle boat service from
Sathorn Pier (BTS Saphan Thaksin). For more
info please contact: 02-675-1888, ext. 1404.

SUKHUMVIT - TOP (EXPRESSWAY TO ASOKE)
STORYTIME PRESCHOOL: Monday and Wednes-

day, 9:30-11:30am; and Thursday, 3- 4:30pm.
Bring along your little ones from 8 months to 3
years old for some fun and well-planned semistructured ‘Mum & Me’ time. (Nannies/daddies
are welcome.) Along their motto of ‘When We
Play, We Learn’, fun & practical activities held
following different themes each week. The huge
shaded garden is one of our favourite spots;
chilled purified water pipelines are installed in
the garden to keep your child cool. Cost: ฿200
for BAMBI members, ฿400 for non-members.
Free shuttle to Nana BTS after the session. Storytime Preschool, 85 Soi Samaharn, Sukhumvit
Soi 4 (BTS Nana). For more info, check www.
storytime-preschool.org or call 081-646-4535.
Email info@storytime-preschool.org to get on
mailing list and receive updates on weekly
activities and themes.

SUKHUMVIT - CENTRAL: ASOKE (SOI 21)
TO EKKAMAI (SOI 63)
LEGO PLAYGROUP: Monday to Thursday, 10am-

12pm. For children aged 2-5 years. Structured
activities, where kids can have fun building Lego
structures with games, activities and storytelling.
A fun, hands-on way for children to develop
basic skills in early literacy, letter and sound
recognition, fine motor skills and language skills.
Snacks provided. Cost: ฿350 for non-BAMBI
members; ฿250 for BAMBI members. Reservations required at least one day before. Young
Place Plaza, A-231 Second Floor, Sukhumvit Soi
23. Contact: 02-662-3039 or 081-734-5872,
kidsrobotics@gmail.com, or www.facebook.
com/kidsroboticslearningcenter.

KIDS’ ACADEMY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL :

Monday-Saturday, 9:30-11:30am. Structured
playgroup for children aged 1 to 4 years. Each
session is different but follows a familiar pattern
and routine. Participate in circle time songs,
listen to stories, make arts and crafts, and get
fit with yoga and dance. Outside are a racing
track with cars and bikes, slides and swings.
Snacks are provided for both children and carers. A parent or carer must stay with the child
throughout the session and is solely responsible
for the child’s care. Cost: ฿550, ฿400 for BAMBI
members. Kids’ Academy International School,
Discovery Campus Ekamai Soi 2 and Imagination Campus, Srinakarin Soi 57. To reserve a
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place please call Ms Ivy, 084-071-1115, or for
information contact info@kidsacademy.ac.th or
www.kidsacademy.ac.th.

LITTLE EXPLORERS’ DEVELOPMENTAL PLAYGROUPS: Monday and Wednesday, see www.

littleexplorersthailand.com/playgroups for
schedule. This toddler playgroup focuses on the
5 developmental domains: communication and
language, social and emotional development,
cognition and learning readiness, fine and gross
motor skills, and daily living skills. Facilitated
by a teacher or a developmental specialist, in
English. Each child must be accompanied by
at least one adult throughout playgroup time.
Limited to 6 adult-child pairs per session. Reservations required. Cost: ฿500, 50% off for BAMBI
members. Little Explorers, 109/1 Soi Thonglor 5,
Sukhumvit 55. For more information or to RSVP,
please contact info@littleexplorersthailand.com.

SINGAPORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF BANGKOK, TOTS PLAYGROUP: Monday, Wednesday

& Friday, 9-11am. An activity–based toddler
programme for children aged 12 months to 3
years old, offering engaging activities that toddlers love! Music and movement, storytelling,
arts and crafts, water-sand sensory play, outdoor
play, literacy and numeracy games. Snack
included. Cost: ฿450/session (฿4,500 for 11
sessions); for BAMBI members, ฿350/session
(฿3,500 for 11 sessions); buy 10 get 1 free. All
sessions in English, but includes a Chinese period. Singapore International School, at Pracha
Uthit, Ekkamai and Suvarnabhumi campuses. Tel:
02-714-4099, Email: info.ekkamai@sisb.ac.th,
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sisbekkamai

OISCA INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN PLAYGROUP: Wednesday, 9:30-11:30am. For

children aged 1-4. Variety of activities such as
circle time, storytime, arts and crafts, playdough
center, singing and dancing. Outside play area
has slides, monkey bar and sand pit. Snacks
provided for children. A parent or carer must
stay with their child throughout the session and
is responsible for their child’s care. Cost: ฿300,
฿150 for BAMBI members. 9/4 Ekkamai Soi 4,
Khlongton Nua. Contact: oiscainquiries@gmail.
com, Tel: 02-381-9852.

THE MUSICAL MICE PLAYGROUP AT BANGKOK
PREP SCHOOL: Tuesday and Thursday, 9-11am.

A preschool music lesson for kids 6 months up
to 2 years old, run by a British certified teacher
and music specialist. Cost ฿450/lesson, 50%
off for BAMBI members. Bangkok Prep International School, 23 Sukhumvit 53 (next to Thonglor
BTS). Contact: kgeorge@bkkprep.ac.th; online
registration: www.bkkprep.ac.th/musical-mice/.

PRECIOUS LEARNERS WORLD NURSERY AND
KINDERGARTEN: Wednesday & Friday, 10am-

12noon. For children aged 1-6 years. Funtastic
thematic playgroup run by a teacher and assistants. Theme–based activities include story time,
role play, arts & crafts, water play, sand play,
sensory, trampoline, bicycle/car track, puppet
show, music, dance and more. Includes snacks
and drinks. Children get to take their artwork
home. Cost: ฿500 per session, special package
฿4,500 for 10 sessions; 50% discount for BAMBI
members. Reservation required at least 1 day
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before. Precious Learners, 32 Soi Sukhumvit 62,
Yaek 1, Bang Chak, Phra Khanong (BTS: Bang
Chak – take exit 4). Contact: 02-052-6849/097094-0439, www.preciouslearnersworld.com,
Facebook: preciouslearnersworld, Instagram:
preciouslearnersworld.

FIRST STEPS INTERNATIONAL PRESCHOOL: Thurs-

days, 10-11:15am. For children aged 8-30
months. Structured English playgroup run by
teaching staff. Main activities change each
week, including arts and crafts, splash day,
storytime, puppet show, music, dance and cooking. Use of the school grounds after playgroup
has finished. Includes snacks and drinks. Free
tuk tuk pick-up and drop–off service from Soi
31 RSU building (please call for details). Cost:
฿450 - 50% discount for BAMBI members. First
Steps International Preschool, 58/2 Sukhumvit
31 (Soi Sawasdee) Yak 4 (BTS Phrom Phong
or Asoke). For more info please contact: 02260-3152, info@thefirststeps.ac.th or www.
thefirststeps.ac.th.

HUAY KWANG / RAMA 9 / BANGKAPI
KIS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL: Monday–Friday,

10am-12pm. For children aged 6 months-4
years and their parents. Structured playgroup
with singing, dancing, arts and crafts, storytime, free play and snack. Nannies welcome
on Mondays and Wednesdays. Free pick-up/
drop-off service from Ekkamai BTS station on
Tues, Thurs and Fri (please contact school for
details). Cost: ฿400 - 50% discount for BAMBI
members. KIS International School, Kesinee Ville
Estate, 999/124 Pracha-Utit Road Huay Kwang
(located one block north of Rama 9 Road and
east of Asoke-Rachadapisek, MRT Thailand
Cultural Center). For more info please contact:
02-274-3444, lynn@kis.ac.th or www.kis.ac.th.

THE REGENT’S SCHOOL, BANGKOK, BABY AND
TODDLER GROUP: Monday, 2-3:30pm; Tuesday,

9-10:30am; Friday, 1-2:30pm; and Saturday
9-10:30am. For children aged 10 months-3
years. Come and enjoy the soft play area, arts
and crafts, music time, outside play and also
‘splash time’ on a Friday. Drink and light snack
included. Children must attend with their parent/nanny. All sessions conducted in English.
Cost: ฿200 for BAMBI members and ฿400 for
non-members. The Regent’s School, Bangkok,
601/99 Pracha-Uthit Road, Wangtonglang. For
more info/reservation please contact: 02-9575777, Ext 202 or admissions@regents.ac.th.

PLAYSTATION KIDZ CLUB: Monday, 10am-1pm.

For children aged 1-5 years. Enjoy indoor playground activities and facilities including climbing
and sliding, trampoline, toddler playground, and
sandpit, as well as arts and crafts, playdough,
education game zone, imaginative house and
reading corner. Space for parents to relax and
enjoy refreshments. Children’s food and DIY
snacks available for purchase. Cost: ฿200 for
BAMBI members and ฿480 for non-members (2
free adults per child). PlayStation-Kidz Club, 3rd
Floor, The Nine, Rama IX Rd., on the main road
in front of Soi 41. If you come by the expressway,
get off at Srinakarin exit. It will take you down to
Rama IX Rd. The Nine will be on your left hand
side, around 100m after the exit. For more info

please contact: 081-696-1219, 02-716-7950
or playstation.bangkok@gmail.com.

KIDS FIRST INCLUDING KINDERGARTEN: Wednesday, 2-4pm. For children aged 4 months-3 years.
Children will enjoy a variety of brain-stimulating
activities, tactile arts, yoga for kids, music &
rhythm, sensory & logic classes, messy and water
play in a bright, beautiful and spacious indoor
space as well as outdoor garden. Cost: ฿250 for
BAMBI members and ฿350 for non–members.
57/1 Soi 7, Rama 9 Road, Huai Khwang. Free
shuttle van service for pick up from Rama 9 MRT
station @1:45pm. Contact and reservation: 086378-9188, 086-378-9186 or 02-090-2147.

MINBURI
GERMAN PLAYGROUP “SPIELZWERGE” at RIS
Swiss Section – Deutschsprachige Schule Bangkok:

Monday and Wednesdays, 2:30-4pm. Germanspeaking playgroup for children aged two to
three years. Play, read books, sing, and create
with your child in a caring and friendly atmosphere, with a small group of 7 to 10 children under the supervision of an experienced Germanspeaking group leader. Accompanying parents
do not need to be able to speak German. Price
for the whole semester (approx. 35 sessions):
฿11,900; 20% discount for BAMBI members
(or pro rata, if entered after the semester has
started). RIS Swiss Section–Deutschsprachige
Schule Bangkok, 6/1 Ramkamhaeng 184 Road,
Bangkok. For more info, please contact: admin@
ris-swiss-section.orgor www.ris-swiss-section.org;
02-518-0340, ext. 120, or 095-506-3670.

THONBURI / TALING CHAN
KENSINGTON INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN:

Tuesday, 1:45-3pm. For children aged 1-2
years. Activities include painting, sand, water
and playdough in our creche classroom and
sand pit. Snack and refreshment provided. Cost:
฿300 - 50% discount for BAMBI members. Kensington International Kindergarten, 88 Bangprom,
Ratchapruek Rd, Talingchan. Please reserve your
spot by calling 02-864-9977. For more info
please contact: info@kensington.ac.th or www.
kensington.ac.th.

RAYONG
ANDREWS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL – GREEN VALLEY, RAYONG CAMPUS: Monday and Thursday,

1:30-3:00pm. For children aged 0-5. Structured
playgroup with singing and dancing at the
beginning. Shaded outdoor play area with a
trampoline, a sand pit and a bike track, as well
as an air-conditioned indoor area with a dressup corner, drawing, painting and playdough,
dolls corner and mini kitchen. Run by a highlyqualified and well-known teacher with over 20
years’ experience, Ms Retno Cheah. Cost: ฿150
for non-members - 50% discount for BAMBI
members. St. Andrews International School,
Rayong, 1 Moo 7, Banchang – Makhamkoo
Rd, Tambol Samnakthorn, Banchang, Rayong.
For more info please contact: 03-803-0701,
www.standrews-schools.com or admissions
@standrews-schools.com.
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This listing is up-to-date as of time of printing.

BAMBI is managed by an elected committee of volunteers and all BAMBI members are encouraged to volunteer. Vacancies can be found on the
BAMBI Needs You page in this magazine and are posted online; you are welcome to contact vicechairwoman@bambiweb.org with inquiries.
PATRON
Mel Habanananda: mel@bambiweb.org
HONORARY MEMBERS
Paula Young
Anna Ingham (Bumps & Babies Founder)
Kathy Leslie
Ravit El-Bachar Daniel

NON-VOTING POSITIONS

PLAYGROUP LEADERS

Activities Assistant
Dhruvika: activitiesasst@bambiweb.org

BAMBI Playgroups are made possible
by members who volunteer as Leaders.
You can get in touch with them with any
questions about the playgroup, or to
help out!

Advisor
Simmi: advisor@bambiweb.org

Chairwoman
Akiko: chairwoman@bambiweb.org

BAMBI News - Assistant Editors
Jinae: assistanteditor1@bambiweb.org
Hina: assisted2@bambiweb.org
Abby: assisted3@bambiweb.org
Rika: assisted4@bambiweb.org
Ashima: assisted5@bambiweb.org

Vice-Chairwoman
Emma: vicechairwoman@bambiweb.org

BAMBI News - Deputy Editor
Ema: depeditor@bambiweb.org

Secretary
- : secretary@bambiweb.org

BAMBI News - Japanese Editor
Rie: japaneditor@bambiweb.org

Treasurer
Mari: treasurer@bambiweb.org

BAMBI News - Photo Editor
Mao: photoed@bambiweb.org

Activities Coordinator
Mark: activities@bambiweb.org

BAMBI Pattaya Coordinators
Rani: bambi_pattaya@bambiweb.org

VOTING POSITIONS

BAMBI News - Editor
Donna: editor@bambiweb.org
Charities Coordinator
- : charities@bambiweb.org
Database Coordinator
Julia: database@bambiweb.org
Events Co-Coordinators:
Party Events
Emi: events@bambiweb.org
Yard Sales
Faye: yardsales@bambiweb.org

Bumps and Babies Co-Coordinator
Emma: bumps@bambiweb.org
Charities Assistant
Faye : charitiesassistant@bambiweb.org
Chinese Coordinator
Sara: chinesecoordinator@bambiweb.org
Database Assistant
Miyuki: database@bambiweb.org
E-Newsletter
Mia: enewsletter@bambiweb.org

New Members Coordinator
Uta: newmembers@bambiweb.org

Events Assistants
Talia: eventsasst@bambiweb.org
Chihiro: eventsasst3@bambiweb.org
Anette: -

Playgroups Coordinator
Bao: playgroups@bambiweb.org

Japanese Coordinator
Yoshiko: japancoordinator@bambiweb.org

PR/Media Coordinator
Mia: media@bambiweb.org

Me-Time Coordinator
Jenny: me-time@bambiweb.org

Website Coordinator
Frey: website@bambiweb.org
VOTING/EXOFFICIO/BY-INVITATION
Bumps and Babies Co-Coordinator
Yaz: bumpsassist2@bambiweb.org
BAMBI News is the non-profit monthly
newsletter of Bangkok Mothers and Babies
International. It is distributed free of charge
to members. Editorial contributions from
members are welcome. Where possible,
please submit articles and photographs by
email directly to our BAMBI News editors.
Please send editorial enquiries to editor@
bambiweb.org.

The views expressed in the articles in this
magazine are not necessarily those of BAMBI
committee members and we assume no
responsibility for them or their effects.

Bearing
Ploy, Mami, Nana
standrews107@bambiweb.org
Daddy’s
Jonah
daddysplaygroup@bambiweb.org
Ekkamai
Naoko, Machiko, Miho, Hina
ekkamaiplaygroup@bambiweb.org
Little Birds
Aswathi, Anh
littlebirdsplaygroup.bambi@gmail.com
Novotots
Yuko, Moriyo, Juri, Julia
playgroupassist@bambiweb.org
OISCATOTS
Ako, Marylin, Saeko
playgroupassist@bambiweb.org
Sawatdi
Maitri, Nupur, Yoko
sawatdiplaygroup@bambiweb.org
Sukhumvit 31
Naoko, Takako, Holly
suk31playgroup@bambiweb.org
Sathorn
Saeko, OiLeng
sathornplaygroup@bambiweb.org
Small World Asoke
Ruby, Chiaki
playgroups@bambiweb.org

Member Benefits Coordinator
Mint: benefits@bambiweb.org

Small World Sathom
Chayuda, Chris
playgroups@bambiweb.org

New Members Assistants
Yoshiko: newmembersasst@bambiweb.org
Shoko: newmembersasst2@bambiweb.org

Small World Sukhumvit
Helen, Yoshimi
playgroups@bambiweb.org

Playgroups Assistants
Mao: playgroupassist@bambiweb.org
Ploy: playgroupassist1@bambiweb.org

Pattaya
Rani, Azumi
bambi_pattaya@bambiweb.org

Promotions Designer
Adi: design@bambiweb.org
Promotions Design Assistants
Maiko, Heni, Lily: Thai Coordinator
Vana: thaicoordinator@bambiweb.org
Treasurer Assistant
Naoko: treasurerasst@bambiweb.org
Nao: treasurerasst2@bambiweb.org
Website Assistants
Nayo: websiteasst@bambiweb.org
WOMBLES Coordinators
Victoria: wombles@bambiweb.org

Bumps & Babies Assistant
Anfisa
Advertising enquiries to:
Advertising in BAMBI News
Finn Balslev
Tel: 02-943-7166-8 ext. 116,
MB: 081-866-2577
Fax 02-943-6618
Email: finn@scandmedia.com
Artwork
Enquiries to Scand-Media Corp., Ltd.
Tel: 02-943-7166 Ext: 106 Dao
Fax: 02-943-6618
Email: disraporn.scandmedia@gmail.com
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husband working long hours, we really
make sure the weekends are for family.
We go out (Cato’s favourite place to go
is the Sealife Bangkok Ocean World),
meet up with friends, do some shopping,
and go for a swim (another one of Cato’s faves!)

Schrijver-Bollen
Hailing from the Netherlands, Frey is mom to angel Noah,
20-month-old Cato, and one on the way. She’s worked in the
hospitality industry all around Southeast Asia, and is now a
social media content manager.

W

Where are you from and what’s your
nationality? Can you tell us about your
life back home?
I was born and raised in the Netherlands. After obtaining a degree in Hospitality Management, I worked at a lovely
five-star hotel as a Sales Coordinator.
The hotel building was several centuries
old and used to be the city hall of Amsterdam. I truly enjoyed my job there. But
when my then-boyfriend, now-husband,
got a job offer to work in Singapore I
joined him. We’ve been living in Southeast Asia ever since.
Can you tell us something about your
career and work? And what about
your spouse?
With a background in Hospitality Management, it was great coming to Asia.
There were many job opportunities. In
Singapore I worked for Le Meridien hotel,
and later the Tanglin Club. In Ho Chi Minh
City, I worked for The Landmark, a service
apartment complex in the heart of the city.
I found that my strengths lie in organization and setting standards. I was able to
work on different projects, making sure that
standards were adhered to, organized fun
events, wrote marketing content, and kept
all brand standards in check.
When we moved to Phuket, it was a bit
more difficult to find a job, so I started
picking up projects, and growing and
developing more into a social media
content management role.
My husband has been working for one
of the hotel chains, giving us the opportunity to move around in the region.
Please tell us a little bit about your family.
Our daughter Cato is at such a fun age
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right now. She is 20 months old and is
beginning to talk, copy mommy and
daddy and developing her own, little
personality. Soon she will be a big sister, and sometimes I think she will be the
sweetest sister I have ever seen, and a
second later I know I need to keep an
eye on her 24/7! Looking forward to
seeing it all unfold!
If you look at my family you see a happy family of three with a fourth on the
way. However, before my daughter was
born, I gave birth to a beautiful baby
boy – Noah. In the second trimester, at
a regular check up, our doctor saw that
Noah did not have kidneys, and he was
stillborn a couple of weeks later. This has
shaped my motherhood a lot and makes
me ever so grateful to be a mom of a
lively little girl and a beautiful baby on
the way.
When did you come to Thailand?
What do you miss the most from your
country?
We moved to Thailand in 2013; the first
four years in Phuket and since last year,
in Bangkok. It’s been a long time since I
have lived in my home country. The last
time was in 2007! Here in BKK you can
get almost anything, food- and productwise. I do, however, miss my family and
friends a lot. I just wish it wouldn’t take
a 12-hour flight to just give them a hug.
Can you tell us a bit about your routine
here in Bangkok?
During the week, I try to finish my work
in the mornings. My daughter goes to a
playgroup with our nanny so that helps.
After my daughter’s afternoon nap, I try
to spend some time with her, prepare
dinner, or go to the gym/pool. With my

What do you love most about Thailand? What parts of Thailand have
you travelled to, and where did you
enjoy the most?
There isn’t one specific thing I love about
Thailand – I guess it’s the mix of the great
weather, lovely people, and delicious
food. The country has everything, from
stunning nature, white sand beaches to
an incredible capital with all of its city life!
We lived in Phuket, so we explored the
region there a lot. And we’ve travelled a
couple of times to Chiang Mai and surroundings. I would love to take a drive
one day from here to Phuket with multiple
stops along the way.
My favourite place to go to would probably be Khao Sok. This national park is
amazing!
What were your first challenges when
you arrived in Thailand?
My biggest challenge when we moved
to Phuket was that I had to adjust from
city life (with a busy job and lifestyle) to
island life. I had to create my own job,
joined a charity to work at regularly,
and ultimately found a way to meet new
people.
How did you find out about BAMBI?
I knew a girl from my university who lived
here. She had a son about the same
age as my daughter. Unfortunately, she
moved away one month after we arrived, but she did give me some great
tips to get to know Bangkok with a baby
better – and BAMBI was one of them!
Are there any specific suggestions you
can give to BAMBI’s new members
here in Bangkok?
Take your time to get to know this city.
It’s really hard to navigate in the beginning, but once you get the hang of it,
it’s a lot easier! And off course, join as
many BAMBI events as you can. There
are so many like-minded people here
who can help you out, or just share a
cup of coffee with!

